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EDITION.

FIVE O'CLOCK

14, 1909

I

buted to the Catholic ' church and
of his case. He relinquished control
Jesuit Influence.
,
as
of the Santa Fe New Mexican,
Ferrer Died Bravely
president and editor, which paper unBarcelona, Oct. 14. Brief details
der his management was built up
of Ferrer's execution have escaped
from an obscure weekly to one of the
the news censor. It is known that
most influential .dailies in the terri
his request that he not be blindfoldtory, and his last days were spent in
ed was refused. ? General Esrlne statthe quiet solitude of his home in this
ed that a "traitor? had no right to
citv. '
He l.;'Y j
look upon the faces of true soldiers."
S
Dashing,, Young Sergeant
Ferrer refused to kneef and died sayFrost came 6 New) Mexico from
"Aim straight,' long
live the
ing:
Washington, K Ctf as. a sergeant in
modern schools."
the signal corps of the United States
army. Soon after his arrival he was
'
TOMORROW A HOLIDAY '
commissioned "by the governor to
THROUGHOUT
build a military telegraph line from
TERRITORY
Santa Fe to Phoenix, Ariadna, a distance of 500, miles. This commission
that tomorrow
Notwithstanding
gaVe Frost his start as a factor in
has been declared a holiday by proclaRE-- :
mation of Governor Curry, the two DETROIT EVENS UP THINGS 'BY
VETERAN EDITOR PASSES AWAY New Mexico politics. The telegraph CHINESE MINISTER TO UNITED PRESIDENT TAFT ACCEPTS
were the talk of
and
its
line
builder
WINNING TODAY FROM
R.
Las 1 Vegas postoffices will- - remain
CHARLES
SIGNATION
OF
A
CONSULTS
STATES
A
LINGERING
AFTER
the southwest, and the ative citizens
same as usual, and the mall
the
open,
PIRATES
CRANE
MEDIUM
em
'.' deliveries will be made at the regular
of the two territories, many of whom
,' ILLNESS
were
of
had never heard
hours. The. stores will also remain
telegraphy,
more than anxious to meet the man
open, but the banks will be closed.
;:i!LLIN THE
STATE DEFT The holiday is in honor of President
EVIDENTLY
IMPRESSED SUSTAINS
INVALID
MANY YEARS who could make a wire speak. This IS
AN
Taft's visit to the territory. The Las
acquaintance, established more than
a quarter of a century ago, gave
Vegas delegation, already in AlbuFrost the nucleus of his political RECEIVES
TWIRLER INVINCIEi
BRIEF , TELEGRAM
SAYS
CIRr querque to greet the president, will VETERA
A COMMUNICATION
DESPITE PHYSICAL INFIRMITIES power among the Spanish-speakinbe reinforced by a considerable numAFTifi
THE FIRST IN- CUMSTANCES
MADE
IT
AND
DEAD
FROM
MOTHER
HE WIELDED WONDERFUL
citizens of New Mexico. These recog
'
ber tomorrow, who ' will go to the
NING
NECESSARY
MARTYRED PRESIDENT
nized in him a man of great ability,
Duke City on the limited in the
INFLUENCE
and they urged him to remain in the
morning.
territory, which he did when his term
of enlistment expired. By that time, GREAT
IN DOUBT
NEW
WAR IS PREDICTED MEANS
MINISTER DECLINE TO PERSECUTE
LIFE HISTORY INTERESTING which was in the latter 70's, Colonel
ALLEGED LEPER VICTIM
Frost was a young man of considerable influence In the territory.
New York, Oct. 14. In spite ofttre
MYSTERIOUS
SPOKESMAN
II T CIDCTi TCI
Dl
CONTEST ON NEUTRAL
IMC
SAYS LEAVES A VACANCY IN FOREIGN
CP A nU Ikinb
Silenced Cattle Rustlers
DWiii
ring i uktwnnrii
fact
that the International Leprosy
GROUNDS THREE PLAYE S
BE
POST
WHICH
MUST
CHINA IS TO BE
IN SOUTHWEST SECOND
,
Frost settled in Santa Fe, and al
conference has decided that John H.
ARE HURT
FILLED AT ONCE
most immediately allied himseif with
HORACE GREELEY
Early, a returned Philippine soldier,
the
Axtell
of
the
republican
wing
has leprosy, the board of health has
' Detroit, Mich., Oc
party. There "was a bitter fight on
'
Oct 14. Dr. Wu Ting Washington, Oct. .14. All doubt as announced that he can continue to re4 at
(Special Dispatch)
that time, and Governor Axtell was Washington,
side in Brooklyn indefinitely. Early
troit evened things , '
4to
Taft
the
action
of
President
who
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 14. CoL 4 finally
to
to
is
about
from
retire
as,
Fang,
was confined near Washington for a
by Acting Governor
A rf
world's championship
f Max Frost, veteran editor ofandthea 44 Ritch, asucceeded
personal friend of Frost. It the post of Chinese minister, to the Cbas. P. Crane, was dispelled this year when American physicians de- f series today, taking t
Ath
4- Santa Fe New Mexican
was under Ritch that Frost received United States, last night continued morning by the receipt of a telegram cided his disease was . not leprosy
game from Pittsburg 1 a - jre
4- - political power for many years 4
his first political recognition, as ..he his investigations into spiritualism from the president, dated Prescott, and he was released. The internation- f of
5 to 4. The gam.
"j fU4- in New Mexico, died at his home 4
acting governor appointed him ad- and received from a medium commu- Arizona,
al conference disagreed with this de
sensational plays an j
.vO10:30
o'clock
in
this
at
last
saying:
4
city
f
At
the
of
jutant
general
territory.
mnwaa f
cision.
decided until the last
following a lingering ill- - 4 that time Cattle rustlers were ter- nication supposed to come from his
"Convey to Mr. Crane the follow
f night
! t
in
Pitt
out
ninth.;
the
ataxia
to
ness
locomotor
due
4
f
the cattlemen of northern mother, President McKlnley and an ing communication: '"I concur In SANTA FE TRAINS ARE
rorizing
first
in
Mullln
untng
hard
the
4- and paresis.
time
the
At the
4 New Mexico, and the local peace of- unknown Chinaman,
'
but after that he stead
predicting a tre- the letter under date of October 12,
4- end came, Mrs. Frost, his only 4 ficers seemed unable to
OFF SCHEDULE TODAY
with mendous war for China.
cope
state
has
of
bhCo
.
the
until f
which
(adsecretary
Pirates
and
held
the
4- son, Grahme H. Frost, and other 4
When Ritch commis
the outlaws.
The medium "Indian Maiden," first dressed to you and greatly regret
the ninth. .
members of the family were at 4 sioned Frost he said to him:
limited
The
California
this
morning
became the alleged spokeswoman of that the circumstances found to exist seemed to set the pace for late pas f Pittsburg made a superhuman
the bedside. Death had been 4
"Young man, I want you to drive
him In by him, make it necessary for me to
score in the
mother, addressing
senger trains during the entire day. f- effort to tie the
expected for several weeks, and 4 the cattle rustlers from New Mexico. Wu's
f followed
remarkable
Chinese. Then she spoke for an un- accept your resignation.' "
and
the
ninth
only
breakdown
a
was
El
No.
4
train
from
the
10,
Paso,
general
That'B why I've appointed you."
f some months ago.
of
Crane now a few minutes behind schedule this
of the coolie class,
The resignation
and
Chinaman
known
of Mullin
work
Schjiidt,
4
.
score
of the best
4
Frost selected a
the late Wm. McKin-ley- , leaves a vacancy again in the Chin afternoon; No. 2, the train from Cali
aided by the iDetroit -i- f.:,uld,4- Col. Frost was 51 years old. 4 members of the territorial militia and and finally for
filmust
be
which
ese
heard
to
waswho
have
ministership,
supposed
prevented an extra innir o; game. - 4He was born in New Orleans, 4 within a day or two left for San
fornia, did not reach here till 2:35
; war. led at once.
is believed a minis this
It
for
Chinaman's
the
T. Jones was injured ia a col- prediction
was
of
and
4
sections
1852,
the
three
afternoon
and
1,
Juan county, where the rustlers were The shadow of
January
f La.,
to one of the European countries of No. 1 from the east arrived at
ter
Hsion
McKlnley
deprecated
with Wilson in the ninth,
French-AustriaHis
.4
birth.
life miserable for the cattlef
Minister Wu to use will likely be promoted to the am- 3:30; 4.40 and 4:55. No. 7 from the f as was also Morlarty, when Wil- - 4- at ona 4 making
men and Inhabitants alike. In a a war and asked
4 great grandfather, to was
for peace. Wu was ap- bassadorship at Pekin.
the emperor
east this evening is reported an f son tried to steal second.- .Craw- 4
month he returned, making this re his influence
4 time chamberlain
Statement
Crane
Issues
much
to
4
sent
was
e
Impressed.
replacing
ford
was
forty-fivparently,
first,
9
4- - of Austria.
4
min 4
The deceased
hour late, and No.
port to his chief:
Mr. Crane1 issued a atatement inv utes behind
'
T. Jones, D. Jones to center 4
;
4
card
time.
4 one of the inbest known menanain 4 J "Governor, there are no cattle rastTROOPS
mediately on receipt of the message
4 field and Mclntyre to right field. 4
the soutnwest,
ers in New Mexico now! they are UNITED 8TATES
4 public life'
MOVING TOWARDS EL PASO fif-tht, president. He said:
4
Tli .jSbj wsb wprnj!na
a Thirty-thtr- d
degree Mason. 4 fther dead joi nave ted to Arizona,
f4 wasArrangements
LONG-TIou
tNMATE1 accepted Tte 'flppoTntment
for the funeral 4 ou know I'am not protecting Ari
baseball. WS..1
for
fast
4
San Antonio, Texas, Oct. 14. Ten the understanding from the president
OF ASYLUM PIES 4 Detroit fans' realized thru
4- - have not been, completed but he 4 zona."
.
.
,
buried in this 4 '.The report pleased the governor, trainloads of V. S. troops, stationed that I was to be allowed to serve
4- will be either
4 home club had Won, thus
Candido Thayer, for ten years an 4- them an even break for
to Kansas City, 4 and from that day until Ritch was at Ft Sam Houston, left today, for the country in great constructive work.
4- - city, or taken
now
beis
work
is
such
evident
It
that
will
where
inmate of the New Mexico hospital
parade
they
4 the home of his wife. Santa Fe 4 succeeded by General Lew Wallace, El Paso,
championship, they went-fore Presidents Taft and Diaz. "Ad- impossible, and I am glad that con for the Insane, having been sent here 4 with
Lodge of Perfection No. 1, A. F. 4 Frost was his political adviser.
enthusiasm and' cheer
4
I
before
this
have
dltions
shown
miral Togo,", the goat from which the
up
from Santa Fe county, died at the 4 cheer swept across " the
4- - & A. M., have charge of all the 4
Power
of
Political
Beginning
at
to
has
been
China, although it
trou'sers,were made which were pre- got
institution yesterday after a lingering
4- - details and burial will be under 4
from
the grand i nil and
Lew Wallace belonged to sented to the
before his in- the cost of personal humiliation, such illness resulting from his condition. 4 bleachers.
ita niicnifpa with full Masonic 4 theGeneral
The police
4
faction of the republican party auguration, willpresident
to
man
bear."
should be made
be brought here for as no
Thayer belonged to a prominent S&n- 4 ficulty kept them from j
4 honors.
by the Ritch element 'in New the president to see when he visits
ta
a
was
Fe
and
4 y opposed
4.4444-44444-of
the
family
t- tneir entnusiasm
pioneer
on tne
Mexico. TYost was chagrined at the this city.
:XECUTION OF FERRER
territory. The body Is being held 4 players.
president's appointment, and at once
CAUSES FATAL RIOTING
advices
from
oending
relatives, but 4The deciding game
i
Second Horace Greeley.
,
resigned his commission as adju- BOISTEROUS
STUDENTS
it likely it will be burled In a local 4- - played on neutral groury
DEMOLISH A HOTEL
Paris, Oct 14. One man was kill- cemetery.
Among the makers of the south- tant general. When Wallace arrived
.
4 er at umcago or sjn?'
at Santa Fe he knew of the opposied and seventy-si- x
wounded last
west, there was no more unique and tion to him. and prepared to win over
I
4
If
Saturday.
4
probably
a
as
over
hunof
New
Oct.
result
the
Several
,14.
night
rioting
York,
who
MAN WILL RISK LIFE
interesting personality, or one
44444
bis political enemies. He asked one dred
.freshmen and sopho- execution of Prof. Ferrer. King AlIN AN EXPERIMENT
left a deeper impress than Colonel of his friends to name the strongest mores fighting
was
fonso
in
V
burned
hotel
Grove
here
wrecked
the
effigy.
He was nestor of the man in the opposition camp.
"T. B. last night. A party of sophomores
Max Frost.
'
First Innlnc
.Troops on' Guard
New York, Oct. .14. A sensational
Catron is the leader," replied his ad- had been
press of the territory and the power
and
freshmen
Rome, Oct. 4. The Vatican and
srt'nelert.
Plttahnre
Rvrne
by
captured
Tesrh
ihe
behind the throne that shaped
viser, "but a' chap named Frost is were being hazed, when reinforce the Spanish and Austrian embassies experiment is to be made at the New
singled through ,T. JonXis. ' Clarkey
destinies of the republican party in the coming man."
on
show
a York Electrical
as
were
to
Friday,
was
ments
arrived.
It
troops
necessary
today
by
guarded
As
Wagner
scoring ..;yrni.
New Mexico for a generation
"That's the fellow I want," re- send In a riot call, but all escaped result of the excitement over the when Dr. H. E. Waite will send a singled,
,
doubled to left nwu, scoring bot
"
current
two
soldier, lawyer, explorer, pionee.--af- plied the general, and a messenger arrest
of
million
volts
through Leach and Clarke. Three runs.
death of Prof. Ferrer, which is attriJournalist, scholar and man of of was sent to summon the former adRichard Gar rick, who has submitted
Detroit With one man out. Bush t
for
general.
fairs, he enjoyed the acquaintance or
himself
confident
the experiment,
jutant
walked. Cobb struck out. Crawford
"Here is your commission as adjualmost every individual of note
will
live to tell of his exper doubled,
that he
scoring Bush. One run.
ience.
prominence in the southwest during tant' general," said Wallace as Frost
'
Secofid inning
if.'
entered the governor's office.
the past thirty years, and aided in one
'
nf
Pittsburg Out in order.
"But I don't want it," answered
way or another in the promoC.ou
ARE
REVOLUTIONISTS
actum- Frost
Detroit Out in order.
work of magnitude
"every
,
. .
.. .
SWEEPING NICARAGUA
HlllMnOt- tl H t
Kr
i
,
Third Inning
"O, yes you do," said the general.
iucjuw
pnsnea in ntw MAtnn
v Pittsburg Out in order,
"I've decided to break up this oppoperiod.
14.
A
New
Orleans, Oct.,
special
Political Dictator.
Detroit Out in order.
sition to my administration by makfrom Bluefleld, Nicaragua says that
Fourth Inning
Although stone blind and a para- ing you my adviser. You know all
a revolution headed by Col.
Juan J.
the politi- about this territory and I don't know
'
Pittsburg Out in order.-- '
lytic, Colonel Frost was
Is
President
Etrada
The
Zelaya,
against
Mexico.
'
New
Detroit Crawford walked
cal dictator of
ceded as president of this railroad
'
(Special Dispatch.)
was won anything.".
sweeping that country. The revoluThis was the beginning of Frost's
place he occupied in politics was
N. M., Oct. 14. Through company, at which time he filed a tionists seized Greytown yesterday hanty singled to right, sendui:; CraW,
Santa
Fe,
held
and
in the sum , of- $50,-00- 0
ford to third.
It
Morlarty singled,
by strenuous endeavor
political career as a dictator.
General suit for damages
after a brief fight and are now
t
in spite of the handicap of physical
continued, practically uninterrupted, his counsel.
scoring Crawford, but Delehanty waa
against the company. ,
,
to
Castillo.
will.-attack
For
marching
until the term of H J, Hagerman, George W. Pritchard, Robert Law,
infirmity by- unconquerable
put out at third. T. Jones singled
Today's suit has caused a mild
more than a score of years this man the "boy governor,"" who succeeded formerly president of the New Mexico
in view of the fact that it was
and Moriarity i scored when Clarke
MAY
NDIANS
RESCUE
and
dictated almost every federal
failed to stop it Two runs. ,.
Miguel A, Otero as executive In 1906. Central Railroad company, today pre- announced only day before yesterday,
MURDEROUS RENEGADE
territorial appointment. He controll- Hagerman and Frost were continualFifth Inning
at a conference at Albuquerque of
. ...
to
District
a
sented
Judge
petition
beOut in order.
ed the governors of both political ly at loggerheads, the
the officers and stockholders of the
Pittsburg
14.
San Bernardino, Calif., Oct
almost . as much tween them being precipitated' by the John R. McFie, asking the court for road with the principal creditors, that
Detroit Bush singled to , center.
parties, for ...he ..had
. .
influence witn we aeuioumi ui
removal by Hagerman of Frost as a rule to show cause why a receiver all financial' difficulties had been sat- It Is rumored among the ranchers Cobb advanced Bush to second on an
territory as he had with the leaders!
secretary of the territorial bureau of should not be appointed for this rail isfactorily adjusted and that the road here that a force of Piute Indians is out to Abstein. Bush went to third
of his own party. Many time leaa-- . immigration, a position the latter had road company. Law alleges in his would continue under the .present gathering .to go to the aid of Willie on Crawford's hot liner to Wagner.
.
wneaf tha .naJ-t.Boy, the Indian renegade, now.
which latter dropped, but managed to
C1B IUOC W "V wn.u ir . .
held for twelve years, during, which petition that the road owes him $28,-00-0 management
by a sheriff's posse in the throw Crawford out at first.
Dele-- '
The decision of the court on the pemanagement from., his hands and ' time largely through his efforts, thou
for salary and that it is hopeless'
tition filed by Law will be awaited mountains near here.
while some were partly successful, sands cf homeseekers had been in- ly involved financially.
hanty doubled over third, scoring.
his
man
regained
Bush. One run.
the blind
invariably
A short time back, Law waa super with interest
duced to take up their residence in
.Y?
hold and became stronger than ever the territory. Frost fought HagerHASKELL, FIGHTING TO
Sixth inning
'
was
thei
INDICTMENTS
Frost
leader.
QUASH
as a party
man and his administration through
Pittsburg The Pirates failed to'
of
throne
every
the
score, Bush making double play after
the columns of his newspaper and
power' behind
of the territory since Gen-- vowed he would get his official scalp.
Ardmore, Okla., Oct, 14. Henry E. remaiitapie catch of. Schmidt's wild
execas
eral Lew Wallace served
Asp, counsel for Governor Haskell throw.
It was his last political battle, and
in the Muskoand his
Detroit Camnitz sent in to Ditch
ute in 1879.
perhaps his most spectacular one.
was
nor
Frost was not always blind,
gee land fraud Cases, today continued for Pittsburg.; With two ' out, D.
Frost, as usual, came out on top, for
his arguments to quash the indict- Jones took first on a fielder's choice
he a paralytic until seven years ago. within seventeen months-afteHagerments on the grounds of prejudice in and stole second.
His station as a political dictator was man assumed office, he: ;was sumBush
walked.
, .,,!,,
the grand jury, i
i
attained long before he was stricken, marily removed by President RooseCobb doubled to center, ecoring Jones,
rebut his douWe affliction did not
une run.
velt, after he had failed to disprove
FIRST SWEETHEART OF
tard the growth of his political in- ugly charges filed against him., at
Seventh Inning
OF SAM HOUSTON DEAD
Pltteburg-i-Ofluence, which rather increased than Washington. Then followed the apin order.
Deputy . Sheriff Enrique Sena re- wounds; a warrant forthe arrest of
There was rejoicing pointment of Governor Curry, who turned from his trip to Rociada last Bustos was sworn out by Valentin
diminished.
Detroit PhillinDi Telievea CamnU'
" lfl
Memphis, Oct 14. Mrs. L. U. M. Retires Tigers in order.
among his political enemies at the suited Frost admirably, and the blind evening, having in custody Nestor Sandoval, an uncle of the dead man,
was served yesterday Johnson, the first, sweetheart of Sam
time, for they believed his reign was leader supported the Curry adminis- Bustos, who is charged with having andv the paper
Eighth
Inning
' ,,',J'
ended, but they were doomed to dis- tration until his last illness forced his stabbed Marceiino ATchuleta three by the ' deputy sheriff. He was Houston, is dead at the age of 90
PittsTjurg Out in order. ,
' '
The found at work in a corn field and years. Her early life was spent m
appointment, for the blind man con- retirement from active life.
Detroit Out In order.
times, resulting in his death.
she
tinued to manage his party politics
Colonel Frost never allowed his difficulty between the two men aroze made no resistance. He has a wife Nachagdoches, Texas, although
, Ninth Inning
with au iron hand, although apparent- physical infirmities to interfere with at a baile on the night of September and child and is said to stand well in was born in Tennessee.
Piti'soWg- - Miller singled. A"bstein
ly a physical wreck. Not until Mast his annual trip to Washington, where 5, the "wounded man lingering in that community. He is a land ownsingled. Wlteon beat out bunt scor
December did he retire from public he was always welcome at the White agony ,till the first of the present j er and an industrious citizen.
TWO HUNDRED LAS
ing Miller. One run.
v
life.. Following a trip to New York, House. He had been the guest of month, when He succumeett to
Archuleta is also a mah of family,
VEGANS TO SEE TAFT
The final score:
R. H. E.
'
a
with
a
where he consulted specialists
wife and two children' oh
leaving
Detiroit
.
every president from Garfield down to
.5 10 1
''
view to undergoisg an 'operation, to and including Roosevelt. He was a
No arrests were made at' th 'tiraa the cold charities of the world.
9 1
Considerably over 100 ticket have Pittsburg
..4
hi
at least partially' relieve him of
thirtv-thlrThe accused man was to be givea a been sold at Las Vegas station to
f the trouble. However,' upon the
deeree Mason, being
Batteries Mullin - and Schmidt;'
Infirmities, Frost became insane. The
: Willis, j'Camiiitz,
general .' for the southern death of Archuleta, and the opinion of hearing before Justice Felipe y Garcia Albuquerque, and it la thought that
.PhilHppl: and. Gib- -'
BOlAfl Will Min
mental breakdown, was due, it is said, jurisdiction. He left a comfortable
hn n !r. James Flint, of Mora, that death in a west side, court late this after
'
to his brooding over the hopelessness
BSued as a direct result of dagger noon.
er up pretty closely to the 200 mark. J Umpires Evans and Klem
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ing a group of mining claims in Sier- train reached Fifteenth and Bassett
ra de Las Minas, five miles southeast streets and the fire was soon extinof Ojo Caliente station, midway be- guished by the use of chemicals.

WORLD

FRAIL-RO-AD

OCTOBER

THURSDAY,

rnr this for

YOUR COUGH
tween El Paso and Chihuahua.
Considerable damage had already
W. R. Jones, who has been offi- been done, however.
from Zuber, Tex., to a connection 492.8 miles of second track in operawith the Gulf, Beaumont & Great tion and 36.2 miles under construc- ciating as depot baggageman here
SANTA FE HAS
Joseph E. Dempsey, aged 48, and
for several days, has been notified of half owner of the Pike's Peak bilNorthern at- - Center, 21.31 miles in tion, Bearing completion.
Mix two ounces of glycerine with,
'
Work is well under way on the the serious illness of his wife in liard room, died at his home in Colo- a half ounce of .Virgin Oil Of Pine
length, has been finished and In con
Los
&
after
will
and
Gulf
he
&
of
with
nection
the
Interstate Pecos
INCREASED
Angeles, Cal.,
Northern Texas, from Lubkidney trouble,
likely rado Springs
and a half pint of
only a few hours' serious illness. He compound pure
provides a continuous line in east bock, Tex., south via Tahoka to leave for that city tomorrow.
Shake well,,- - and
John
a
foreman
Texas between Galveston and Long- Lamesa. a diRtanca nf fin mllea Art.
warehouse
daughwidow
two
and
leaves
whiskey.
Ransdell,
young
straight
'
ditional contracts are to be let soon. ifct the loeal freight depot, has re- - ters. He was a prominent member take in doses of a teaspoonful every
ITS MILEAGE view.
turned from his vacation trip, reliev-'o- f
It was the original intention to ex
the Elks and Shriners and for four hours. This mixture possesses
C. D. Anderson who w411 again be twenty-fiv- e
tend the line to the Red river, thence
years was engineer on a
jing
RAILROAD NOTES
heahhful properties of
employed, smiling upon an exacting fast passenger run of the Burlington the healing,
through to Oklahoma to a connection
Fireman R. Whetstone has been as- public, in the passenger
THREE HUNDRED MILES OF NEW with the existing Santa Fe lines in
baggage between Chicago and St. Louis,. He the Pines and will break a cold In 24
room.
that state, but this plan will not be signed to engine 1612.
went to Colorado Springs from Iowa hours and cure any cough that la
TRACKAGE IN OPERATION
"
The last Santa Fe pay day fell on six months ago.
carried out at the present time, owing - Engineer G. Fishburn has reported
LAST YEAR
In having this formula put
curable.
10 ue jaws now in lore in uwanoma. for duty on engine 1646, after a short Jewish New Year's, and
tomorrow,! The New Mexico Central railway
when 'the checks will come again, has has been quietly constructing a spur up, be sure that your druggist uses
The Eastern Railway of New Mex lay oft
Fireman Groff has reported for been declared a legal holiday by Gov. from its main line from Donaciano, the genuine Virgin Oil of Pine com
from Rio Puerco, east to Texico,
BUILDING -- MORE LINES ico
forming a" new low grade transcon- duty, on engine 1604, having laid off George Cufcry, out of respect to the: six miles south of Santa Fe, to the pound pure, prepared and guaranteed
tinental line, was opened for traffic one trip.
president of the United States,, who Arroyo Hondo project, a mile and
D
th Le&ch chemical Co., Cinon July 1, 1908, and the work of re
2.1 Cl&uv
W UllU
Engineer J. P. Lyster has been as- " "
UlUi" 11 til I Ul IWU Qitl UCI
nuu
wtnw
N
O.
f
WUlAdd Ma- ducing grades and curvature on the signed to engine 1606, after a
cinnati,
row.
now
will- beHaken direct to the dam
t
terially to Already Big System
vacation.
Conductor Lewis is arranging to under construction. Five days ago,
lines between Texico and Mulvane,
Rushing Workoon the Kansas City- - Kan., has been continued throughout
The names of five extra men ap- move his family from San Marcial to in running a car up the' spur, the
The reason the average . man's
i
Chicago Double Track Other Rall- - the year, eo that the company was peared on the board in the loca.1 yard Albuquerque. Mr. Lewis has for some! Postal Telegraph wires were
torn brain never gets lame the way his
road
e
tele-th",
time been a passenger conductor on down accidentally putting the
(
News.,,"
able to divert transcontinental freight office last evening.
arms and legs do is he hardly ever
Rio Grande division, but has re-- ; graph line out of business. But the uses It.
Engineer Geo. A. Milroy and Firetraffic over the new line in March
Judging from the figures contained 1909. There remains a large amount man G. A. Ball handled engine 909 cently been assigned to a run on the damage was quickly repaired,
cut-of- f
In the annual report of the Santa Fe of ballasting on both the new and to the shop here from Raton.
between the Duke city andi P c Kramer, a well known E. P. . Mr. F. G. Fritz, Oneonta, N.
T.,
for the fiscal year ending June 30, reconstructed lines yet to be done, Engineer Lee Wright is off for a ClOVlS.
q TIT trainman whn rnna between writes:
little girl, was greatly
few days in Albuquerque, taking in
1909. which has Just been made pub- which is now in active progress.
About $1,000 worth of merchandise Tucumcarl and DaWson. has his back benefited "My
by taking Foley's Orino Lax
lic, this road has recovered in fine
The work of laying a second track the fair and seeing President Taft. was destroyed Tuesday by a fire in broken in an accident which occur ative, and I think it Is the best remEngineer F. V. Hansom has reported a box car of a Burlington train, red at the mining camp last Sunday edy for constipation and liver trou
shape from the panic of 1907, '.and between Chicago and Kansas City
the improvements in its property is under way as the following will for duty on his engine, having been' the car having been set on fire
night. Kramer was standing on the ble." Foley's Orino Laxative is mild,
have reached a high water mark.
show: In Illinois
west off sick for the past four or five by a cinder from the engine while side door of his caboose, which was
and effective, and cures ha
- A number of new construction en- to Knox, 34.4 miles; Edelstein, west to days.- ,
atwas
the
train
a
traveling
good being pulled by an engine to a string pleasant
Surrey,
o. G, Schaefer
bitual
constipation,
W.
H.
rate
Switchman
Rhodes
Over
of
a
been
25
a
resumed
distance of
terprises have,
started, and
Smlthshire. . 18 miles. In Missouri
speed.
of cars already made up for Tucum-car- i, and Red Cross Drug Co.
number of others which' were start Wyaconda, southwest to Bucklln, 69.3 work in the local railroad yard this miles the trainmen fought the blaze
when the caboose jumped heaed were carried to comfi'etion. The miles; Rothvllle southwest to Carrol-ton- , morning, after having had a day, to the the engineer Increasing his speed
the cars, throwing him
vily
against
at
home.
J in order to reach Denver as quickly backwards over
37.7 miles and at Sibley, 3.3 himself
mileage has increased, and the :work
a tool box and in- - When a man really knows how to
on the Chicago-Kansa- s
manage a woman it's a sign he has
pity double miles, making a total of 156.7 miles. H. P. Davis and Reed, firemen on as possible. The Denver fire deDart-iracK is snowing conRKrerable
too much sense ever to try.
At the close of the year there' were this division, have resigned their ment responded to a call when 'the
(Continued on Page 3.)
'
"
jobs with the Santa Fe and will de
'
The report showa
t the total
part for other grounds to earn their
number of miles in t
livelihood.
in on all
L. E. Fish, a former fireman
lines of the Ateli,s of
tem was
9.792.5 miles, as coniR ared with 9,- Raton, but who has been In the La
4dU.6 miles for the year previous,
Junta hospital lately, has been- attending the Colfax county court "In
snowing an increase (of 381.9 miles. the full confidence of the
In addition there wi? ? finished on of" the World
the Gate city.
and
Commendation
the
of
June 30, 1909, 28.15 i?iilos, of , which
Conductor J. Council and Brakemen
the most eminent physicians it was essen- CM. Robinson and Geo. F. - Moye
. 21.S1 miles were readr tut operation
on July 1.
tial that the component parts of Syrup had charge of the first section of No.
1 from this city
The building of a in.1
ip Albuquerque yes
of Figs and Elixir of Senna should be
itecting the Gulf, Color'tumta
terday afternoon.
Fe at .Coleman, Tex., nofuiwest to a known to and approved by them; there-fprOn account of increased passenger
. c smection
with the Eastern Railway
traffic during the territorial fair in
California
OCBES
the
Co.
JEig
Syrup
pub- Albuquerque, -- , an
of New Mexico at Texlco N, M., with
extra coach 1b
FAIN JS THE STOIACH,
number of branches', in all 580 lishes a full statement with every package. brought to this city on No. 10 'and
CoScCtohnMorim.
;
is returned on No. 10 the same afteri been authorized, and since
colic;
csaiipbilioui
n rt j waa issued the work has The perfect purity and uniformity of pro- noon.
.
colic,
sue-paihtbkv colic,
'
duct, which they demand in a laxative
T. Sheldon, formerly night operator
sorted.
pajjjiiKif cejiPLpijsf
A rlzona & Colorado was onen- at
Fe
in
Santa
the
Santa
of an ethical character, are assured
Fe,
depot,
CBOLBU.
'
4 J.br traffic on Feb. 1 from Wicken-b- f remedy
cessful medicine
Bowel Complaints.
N. M., has accepted the position as,
0IARRri(Z
DYSENTERY,
Affe. west to Parker, and over by the Company's original method of man- cashier in the same office. Mrs. H.
BLOODY FLUX,
t' i:i1p:e at the Colorado
OHAOHIO DMMHOAt CHOiOU
C.
has been appointed ticket
river. The ufacture known to the Company only.
Can
INFANTUM. ANO BOWEL
t clerkViles
eoiubletion of the line from the west
and
operator.
COMPLAINT
The
of
California
are
used
in
the
figs
.
,
A car of canned corn which had
ban)c of the Colorado river to a junc-'i Ait. iTt roaira.
tion.with the main line at or near production of Syrup of Figs and Elixir of been shipped to this city from Blair,
mrim ontv bt
Bengal, CaU about ninety miles, has Senna to promote the pleasant taste, but Neb., by the C. S. Morey Mercantile
CJisnberlaia Mm &,
been authorized. The Sunset West- the medicinal
of Denver, is being districompany,
are
obtained
from
principles
DCS MOINBS.IOWA, U.S. A.
ern, which is an extension of the
buted among customers here by Nick
Sunset : railroad, has been extended plants known to act most beneficially.
Hilgers, the expressman.
raicE, an vents.
and is now in operation from Pent-- ?
To get its beneficial effects always buy
George W. Vanderslice has resignland, CajL to Fellow, in Kern cou- the genuine manufactured
,
Chi-by the Cali- -. ed the superlntendency of the
nty, jl4.9miles. This line was biiilt
huahua division of the National RailMONEY RETURNED IF NOT SATISFIED
Reduced fao simil.
foroia
Co.
for
sale
and
Syrup
only,
Fig
joftraywith'the Southern Pacific.
ways of Mexico. Mr. Vanderslice and
The! extension of the Texas & Gulf by all leading druggists.
associates are owners of and operat- '
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Ghamberiain
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhea
Remedy
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Acknowledged everywhere to be the most
in use for
be depended upon in the most severe and
dangerous cases.
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ALWAYS CURES
CURES QUICKLY
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AGENTS FOR BUTTERICK .PATTERNS '

OtHosiery and tnder- weft.r

f

I

The "Cadet" hose for men, women
and children is the best twenty-fivcent hose manufactured. Heels and
toes are made from pure linen and the
knees are made with triple thread.
Black and tan in light weight, medium
25c pair
and heavy
e

1

'

if

Women's

Ladies' medium weight pants and
vests, fleeced lined, in white, ecru and
"50c
silver, per garment

Ladies' union suits, fleece llued,
either white or silver, per suit 75c

1

.."A good

Comforts

A,l
vwlue

A full

sized cotton blanket in

grey and 'tan, for only.

.

.

cotton blanket, good
and nice weight.... $1.25

"A

,

...85c

ular $1.75 values, only... $1.25
Our $2.00 grade extra good comforts, well made and good cov..$1.50
erings
A nice comfort of extra size
filled with whiti cotton, covered with a nice grade of
satten
$3.t0
The same comfort, but covered
with an extra grade of Silk- $4.00
oline
A nice large comfort, made from
the best of white cotton, covered with dotted Swiss, having
a nice border of solid color,
$7.00
only

full sized, good weight blan-ke- t
of wool and cotton... $1.65

'

These garments run ahroughia large
skirt, or Moyen Age effects, down to
coats. All are strictly hand tailored
materials, and give that chic, dressy

5
.,

r.f Ladies'
3.
v fcf

.....

v " .

.

"...

.

ROSENWALD'S 8PECIAL
$3.50 to $5.00

ULTRA
$3.00 to $3.50

Kttit Skirts

'

for?

the little

ones in an

un-

,v

Men's Wear

$20.00
wearing suit, for
A well fitting, nobby suit of fancy mixture in green, three button sack, thirty inch coat, splendid t value
for the money,
only
$10.50
We have just received a new line of exceptionally pretty" patterns in both the "Cluett" and "Monarch" shirts, at $1.25 and
$1.75 each. You know the high qualities of these makes. - Absolutely nothing better.
A beautiful line of all wool shirts, made from the best flannels,
shrunk, perfect fitting and comfortable,
$1.50 to $3.50
Light weight natural wool underwear, of excellent
quality,
steam shrunk, a quality that is sure to please you, per, suit $3.00
A gobd ribbed underwear, fleeced, all sizes, per suit.
......$1.00
CROSSETTE SHOES
DOUGLAS SHOES
$4.00,

$5.00, $6.00

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50.

,

Get

from

7

il
U8

li

have it

Silk Jersey Waists

'

-

These necessary garments come in navy. cardinal, black and
border stripes.
white, either solid colors or with contrasting
Prices 35c to $1.50.

Ladies' Fall Waists

Shoes

With nice suits and dresses you want good, stylish shoes. That
is what we .have. .The very newest, most approved lasts are on
our shelves as moon its the factory produces them. And the
stock which, goes, into our shoes is the best to be had. When
you want a rirw, nobby and dressy shoe come to us and we will
satisfy you fts to style, fit and quality.
v

,

Separate Waists are very much in demand this Season, especially the
white tailored Waists. These come ia Linenne and pare Linen and are
'
v
very neat and dressy Prices range from $2.00 up.
.HAND EMBROIDERED Waists are also much in evidence. Pretty
a very
dainty designs are embroidered on sheer white linen, making
.
'
dainty garment. Prices, $4.50, $5.00, and $6.50.

-

-- 1

'.

range of styles, from the plaited
the perfectly plain, loose fitting
garments, well made from the beet
offect desired by all.

12.50, 15.00, 20.00, 25.00, $27.50

'

r-

Dresses

Distinctive Styles in Fall Coats

certainly. Or most of them are. But what would the ladies say
,if they could not have large hats. Moire and Repp Silks are
extensively used in the fall ' millinery, as well as feathers, wings
and ribbon.
S
- '
THE "COOK" OR FUR HATS
are very popular Just now. They come in a variety of shapes
in all white, all blacjj and white and black. Prices $7.50 to $15.00

.:'

e

9.50, 12.50, 15.00, 22.50, 25.00, $35.00

to go with your new fall
,01 course you will wanta new
suit. The new styles are radically "different" from the past seasons. Also much more aobby and attractive. They are large,

-

One-Piec-

-

dark green suit, three button sack coat, made from
fancy worsted, a very nobby and dressy suit, the kind that wears
and keeps its shaps, for only
,
$22.00
A light grey fancy worsted suit, made in similar style, a good

both" the extreme and the modified models..
a
come
in
large variety of materials, ( including Cashmere, HenThey
rietta, Prunella, Broadcloth, : "Venetian, Panama, Tricot Suiting, Taffeta
and Silk Eolienne, in all the best fall colors. Dresses for every occasion,
.
.,
combining style, comfort and service.

Millinery
hat

--

Moyen-Ag- e

jSilSllllii'tiilf

$10.00.

A "pretty

are fextremely popular in

:

An excellent value inx all wool
and
size
full
blankets,
$5.00
weight
A , nice assortment of extra
full
fine all wool blankets,
size and weight, up to $10.00

v

"

v

Sacques, headwear and boatees
'
usually large assortment.

r5.00, 17.50, 21.50, 23.50. $25.00

v

V ;.lf!i

SWEATERS

are the most popular knit'
earment maniifn.rtiireii Th!
season thev r.nnio In a
variety of styles from 27 to
42 inches long.
Cardlnal,!l
Oxford and White are the
favorite colors, and a solid
'color with collar, cuffs and
pockets of a contrasting
color Is much in demand,
prices, range from $3.00 to

We have an excellent variety of the newest models in long coated
suits made from good maerials in all desirable colors, neatly and
,
tastefully trimmed at

A heavier, larger comfort, reg-

xtra heavy 12x4 cotton
special value.... $2.50

Knit Goods

Infants' Goods

Tailored Suits With Long Coats

comfort, rood
covering, worth

$1.25

A good Sized extra heavy cot-o- n
blanket in grey, for only $2.00
An

sized

weight, nice

.8oc

Apparel

27.50, 32.50, 35.00, 37.50, 45.50, $50.00.

Ladies' white Merino union suits, all
sizes, warm and serviceable. ., .$175

Blankets

Sfss

Exquisitely tailored Suits postse'sing all the elegance I hat can possibly
be embodied in a tailored Suit, Garments that Will give you all the satisfaction to be desired from the best made to order Suits. Each garment
has an individuality of its own, showing the influence of the French
model from which it takes its style character. Garments which " insure
you exclusiveness in style, for we buy no two garments alike.

Merode pants and vests, all wool,
white or silver, excellent value, $1.25

-

r

f

J ,f

I

made

are undoubtedly the greatest novelty of the Season and are much in
mand. .They are made from the same material as the silk gloves, only a
trifle heavier. Of couse they are tight fitting, trimmed with plaits and
buttons, and give an extremely stylish appearance.
Black Taffeta and net Waists are also being worn a great deal. We
have a nice ariety of both, all in good qualities.
Our Taffeta Waists we guarantee for 3 months.

I

Tailor

I
-

j

jj

'

Have it

I

I

bya'

fWewiU

0n y0Ur
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i
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i

- by a

Tailor.
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HOTEL

ORDER

SAMTARIUJI

NATIONAL

Understood That Grand Lodge of
Thl Secret Society Has a Tenta- tlve Offer for the Sale of This $1,.
Great JSouncll
000,000 Property
Takes Action at Albuquerque.
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 14. A
great national; sanitarium , for the
treatnienfctf berculoMn to be maintained by the Improved Order of Red
Men is the project now being discussed by the order, the institution to
be located in New Mexico. The matter came up for; discussion at the
meeting of the second day's sessionses-of
the new Mexico Great Council in
sion here the first of the week. The
Groat Council decided to begin an
active campaign for the project at
once. The Santa Fe Railway company has already made a tentative offer of the splendid Montezuma hotel
property with 320 acres of land,
valued at $1,000,000, which is located
near Las Vegas. The sanitarium prodollar proposiject is a
tion, and there is every likelihood of
Its going through successfully The Great Council fire of the
proved order of Red Men for
reservation of New Mexico was
Quenched here yesterday, after one
of the most interesting and the best
attended session In the six years of
The
Its existence In this territory.
following officers were elected:
Great sannap, Charles li. Keppler,
Navajo tribe No. 3, Albuquerque. '
Great mishinawa, Col. William H.
Mullane, Kickapoo tribe No. 23, Carlsx
bad,
Great. guard of the wigwam, James
R. Lowe, Red Cloud tribe No. 4, Las
Vegas.
Great guard of the; forest, William
Altenheim, Blazing Star tribe No. 11,
Dawson, N. M.
Great board of appeals Dr. S.
Huachuca tribe No. 18, Deming; E. C. Carskadon, Huachuca tribe,
Deming; Rev.-- H. M. Shields, Dawson.
s
U.
W.
Committee ' on
Wood, Red Cloud tribe No. 4, East
Las Vegas; Jesse L. Turner, Victoria
tribe No. 14, Santa Rita; Dr. W. D.
Huff, Santa Rita.
Committee on national sanitarium
Leon L. Godchaux, Deming; H. M.
Shields,. Dawson; William P. Mills,
M. M., Las Vegas; Dr. S. D. Swope,
Deming.
It was the desire of the Great
Council to hold the next meeting at
Deming next year provided this , can
l)e done at no greater expense than
the meeting at Albuquerque.
The
matter was left to the decision of the
board of control, which is composed
of the elective officers of the
Ization.
Nearly all the visiting great chiefs
and officers will remain In
que for the rest of jfhe week to take
in the fair attractions and see', the
There are some twenty
president.
visitors here, representing eight of
the 'fourteen tribes in the territory.
Never has the organization been in
eo prosperous and encouraging a condition, according to the statement of
the officers and members in attendance-.
three-millio-
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tJaually sufferers from backache,
kidbladder trouble or
after several
neys, feel relieved
doses of Pape's Diuretic. Mlsery In the back, sides, or loins,
sick headache, Inflamed or swollen
rheumatism
eyelids, nervousness,
and darting pains, heart palpitations,
dizziness, sleeplessness, listless, worn-ou- t
feeling, and other symptoms of
inactive, sluggish kidneys simply ( vanish.
Uncontrollable urination (especial-l- v
at nieht) smarting, discolored
water and all ' bladder misery ends.
Feellng miserable and worried is
neeaiess Because una uuusuai prepar- n goeg at once tQ thoutf.order
kidneys and bladder, distributing Its
cleansing, healing and vitalizing influ
ence directly upon the organs and
glands affected, and completes the
cure before you realize It. The moment you suspect any kidney or urinary derangement, or feel rheumatic
pains, begin taking this harmless
medicine, with the knowledge that
there is no other remedy, at any
price, made anywhere else in the
world,- which will effect so thorough
and prompt a cure as a fifty-cetreatment of Pape's Diuretic, which
A
any druggist can supply.
Your physician, pharmacist, banker or mercantile agency will tell
you that Pape,' Thompson & Pape, of
Cincinnati, is a large and responsible
medicine concern, thoroughly worthy
of your confidence.
Only curative results . can come
from taking Pape's Diuretic, and a
few days' treatment .will make any
one feel fine.
Accept only Pape's Diuretic fifty-cetreatment from any drug store
,
ailywhere in the world.
,

'

-

;
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Love frequently
trying to see how

starves to death
little It can live on.

How to Cure a Cold
Be as careful as you can, you will

occasionally take cold, and when you
do, get a medicine of known reliability, one that has an established reputation and that Is certain to effect a
quick cure. Such a medicine la Chamberlain's
Cough
Remedy. It has
gained a world wide reputation by its
remarkable cures of this most common ailment, and can always be depended upon. It acts on nature's
plan, relieves the lungs, aids expectoration, opens the secretions and aids
nature In restoring the system to a
healthy . condition. For sale by all
dealers.

r

:

It is hard for a woman to conceal
her faults in a decollete gown.
It's A Top Notch Doer
Great deeds compel regard. The
world crowns its doers. 'That's why
the American people, have crowded
De; King's New Discovery, the king
off tnroat and lung remedies Every
tilfm. is a health force. It kills germs,
and colds and la grippe vanish. It
heAls cough-racke- d
membranes and
coughing stops. Sore, Inflamed bronchial tubes and lungs are cured and
hemorrhages cease. Dr. Geo. More,
Black Jack, N. C, writes "it cured me
of lung trouble, pronounced hopeless
by all doctors." 60c, $1.00,.. Trial
bottle free. Guaranteed by all druggists.
When a man becomes a crank he
must expect life to be a grind.
Hamlet
had melancholy, probably caused by
an inactive liver. A bad liver makes
one cross and Irritable, causes inem- tal and physical depression and may
result disastrously. Ballard's Herbine
is acknowledged to be the perfect liver regulator., If you're blue and out
of sorts, get a bottle today. A posi
tive cure for bilious headache, constipation, chills and fever and all liver
complaints. Sold 'by Center Elock
Depot Drug Co.

Known Hotel Keeper Uses and
Recommends Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
"I take pleasure in saying that I
have kept Chamberlain's Colic, cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy In my family medicine chest for about fifteen
years, and have always had satisfactory results from Its use. I have ad- ministered to a great many traveling
men who were suffering from troubles
Anything a woman won't talk
for which it is recommended, and
have' never failed to relieve them," about isn't worth mentioning.
says J. C. Jenkins, of Glasgow, Ky.
Frightful Fate Averted
This remedy Is for sale Ty all dealers.
"I, would have been a cripple for
life, from a terrible cut on
knee
The right kind of experience is cap," writes Frank Disberry,my Kelli- worth all it costs.
her, Minn., "without Bucklen's Arnica
Salve, which soon cured me." Infall
More Than Enough Is Too Much
ible for wounds, cuts and bruises. It
To maintain health, a mature man soon cures burns, scalds, old sores,
or woman needs Just enough food to boils, skin eruptions. World's best for
repair the waste and supply energy piles. 25c at all druggists.
and body heat. The habitual consumption of more food than Is necesThe drummer should not try to
sary for these purposes is the prime beat the drum to beat the band.
cause of stomach troubles, rheumatism and disorders of the kidneys. If
Foley's Honey and Tar clears the
troubled with Indigestion, revise your
passages, stops the Irritation In
diet, let reason and not appetite con- air
tue throat, soothes the inflamed mum.
trol and take a few doses of
Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets branes, and the most obstinate cough
and you will soon be all right again. disappears, sore and Inflamed lunes
are healed and strengthened, and the
For sale by all dealers.
cold ia expelled from the system. Refuse any but the genuine in the yelA girl keeps in practice for loving low
package. O. C.Schaefer and Red
by never stopping flirting.
Cross Drug Co.,
,

.

He laughs best who smiles
most.
; i

the

Somehow the majority
of
habits seem to be bad ones.

Is to love children, and no home
can be happy whout them,
yet the ordeal through which
the expectant mother must pass
usually is so full of suffering
and dread that she looks for
ward to the hour with appre
hension. Mother's Friend, by its penetrating and soothing properties,
allays nausea, nervousness, unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the
system for the ordeal that she passes through the event wijth but little
have TT
1 1 -- 4.!
suffering, as "numbers
V
testmea ana said, -- it is worm i
11111-1- 1
9
iff
its weight in gold."
'JJSZS

TT7POK

I! .00 pr bottle of druggists. Book
of valuable information mailed fre.
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FFEE IF IT FAILS

POLICY

FI01ES

ENDED WITH A FEW C3SES

OF RED MEN
CONTEMPLATE BUYING THE
MONTEZUMA

IMPROVED

FIISERV

ACKACHE--SIDKE- Y

FOATERa'AL ORDER

THURSDAY,

IN A SUIT

)
(Phoenix Republican)
The rather interesting case of Dr.
Francis H. Redewell against the
Bankers' Reserve Life Insurance com
pany was tried before Judge Kent
yesterday. This action was brought
to recover the amount of a note for
1341.30 which the
plaintiff alleges
was procured from him by the fraud
ulent representations of J. C. Connor,
an agent of the defendant company
took place last
The transaction
year. The plaintiff was induced by
Connor to take out a life insurance
was
policy for $10,000. The policy
described as a "twenty-paymen;t dividend-sharingold
bond policy. It was the definite un
derstanding of the plaintiff that at
the end of twenty years the policy
would have a cash surrender value
of $9440; in addition it would procure for him a paid-upolicy for
$20,720, and the policy would parti
cinate in the dividends of the com
pany arising out of the profits, of itfi
the United
business
throughout
States.
,
The plaintiff entered into an agree
ment with Connor for that kind of a
policy, which, it must be admitted,
would have been a good one, proviaed the company should keep on its
feet. But the policy that the plaintiff received was a quite ' different
one, though It was a "twenty-paymen- t,
dividend-sharingold
bond policy" At any rate, that Is
was
called.
what it
But it provided that after the twentieth payment Hhe cash surrender
value of it should be $4708; that the
plaintiff should , receive a paid-upolicy for $10,000, and that his policy
should participate in the profits of
the company on business arising in
this territory only, and not on
an business of the company in the
United States.
Dr. Redewell had given the agent
his note for the first year's premium,
$341.30, and he found that on the day
the agent received it he had negotiat
ed at one of the banks of this city
and that the proceeds had been plac
ed to the credit of the company,
which hadj later withdrawn its account.
I
,
Dr. Redewell sent the policy back
to the main office of the company at
Omaha,- Neb., explaining
that that
was not tne kind of insurance he had
bought. Tile company sent-thpolicy
back, and though requested to change
it to conform to the agent's represen
tations or to return to the plaintiff
the amount of his note, it refused to
do either. ' Then suit was brought,
After hearing the evidence, which
consisted largely of exhibits, Judge
Kent took the matter under advise
ment.
Another . inducement .offered the
plaintiff by Connor "was the ap
pointment of examiner for the com
pany for Phoenix and vicinity. The ex
tensive business Which the company
expected to Jdo uu this neighborhood
would bring the "fioctor in examina
or nearly equal
tion fees a
to the amount? of the plaintiff's annual premium, so Connor said. The
plaintiff- never received the appoint
ment, though one applicant' was
brought to 'him for examination. For
this service he was allowed $5.
t,

p
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YOUR MONEY BACK IF YOU ARE
NOT 8ATISFIED WITH THE
MEDICINE WE RECOMMEND

We are so positive that our

NEW MEXICO'S

Larast

Wliolcsale 3oaso

rem-

edy will permanently relieve consti
pation, na matter how chronic it may
be, that we offer to furnish the medi-

cine at our expense should It fail to
produce satisfactory results.
It Is worse than useless to attempt
to cure constipation' with cathartic
drugs. Laxatives or cathartics do
much harm. They cause a reaction,
irritate and. weaken the bowels and
more
tenu to make constipation
chronic. Besides, their use becomes
a habit that is dangerous.
Constipation is caused by a weakness of the nerves and muscles of
thei, large intestine ; or
descending
To expect permanent
colon.
relief
tone up and
you must therefore
strengthen these organs and restore
them to healthler.activity.
The discovery of the active principle of our remedy involved the labor of the world's greatest research
chemists. As an active agent it possesses the. valuable qualities jpf the
best known ' Intestinal tonics as well
as being particularly pleasant and
prompt in its results.
We want yofl to try Rexall Orderlies on our recommendation. They
are exceedingly pleasant to take, being eaten like candy, and are ideal
for children, delicate persons and
old folks, as well as for the robust.
They act directly on the nerves and
muscles of the bowels. They apparently have a neutral action on other
associate organs or glands. They do
not purge, cause excessive looseness
nor create any inconvenience whatever. They may be taken at any
time, day or night. They will positively relieve chronic or habitual constipation, if not of surgical variety,
and the myriads of associate or dependent chronic aliments, if taken
with regularity for a reasonable
length of time. They come in two
sizes of packages, 12 tablets, 10
cents; 36 tablets, 25 cents. Sold in
East Las Vegas only at our store,
The Rexall Store. E. G. Murphey.

CHARLES ILFELO
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WHOLESALE
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GROSS, KELLY and
(

ists of Pittsburg, Pa., who" constitute
Ithe bondholders' committee, have
Inottpporatod)
been in session with the creditors at
Albuquerque for several days. As a
result a ninetyy extension is grantWHOLESALE
ed in which to adust the road's finances or to effect sale.
and Dealer a In
Railroad men and the members of
WOOL, HIDES
theElks' lodge at San Bernardino,
Cal., of which he is a member, are
preparing to welcome the visit of R.
'
J, Cutting, the Santa Fe conductor
House at
y
colliterribly injured in the head-oEaatlam
N.M.,
Vegan,
sion between the Claremont special
Atbuquerquo, M. If., Tuoumi
M. Mm, Peoom, H. Mm, Logan, N. M.,
and the overland at Water street
Trinidad, Oolv
several, years ago. Cutting had his
back injured in the wreck and for
narly three years lay in the Santa
BAM WAGONS, the Dost Farm Wmgon mada
Fe hospital at Los Angeles, finally
to be discharged as well as he can
RACKS-SATTLE- Y
CO., Vehicles
possibly for the remainder of his
NAVAJO DLAKSIETS
life. During his many months in the
hospital, hanging between life and
death, a romance sprang up between
himself and the faithful nurse, Miss
VC
mmm
Anna O'Toole, and a few weeks ago
they were married. It is stated that
the Santa Fe settled on a basis- of
nearly $15,000 in cash and an allowance of $200 per month for the rest
of his life. Although unable to walk a,ooo lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per itvy'lh? !.
j
he is able to sit up and his friends 1.000 lbs., to
each
2,000
lbs.,
delivery, 35c per ioa
in that city are anticipating a visit
200 lbs:, to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100) i ';::
RAILROAD NOTES
from the . couple in the near future,
They have purchased a home in Los
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each deliverv. OC ner tnrh e
Angeles and an automobile. The in
Less
50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100
(Continued from Page 2)
jured conductor is enjoying himself as
much as possible, even though injurflictlng a broken back. ..He was im ed for the remainder of his life.
mediately carried to the miners' hospital at the camp, but physicians
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natiira icQ, the i I
Money makes a man wish he had
think he is disabled for Jife. His
wife left Tucumcari at once on the the brains to make it.
and lasting qualities of which have made
junty
Vcm. '
morning train for- Dawson. Kramer
- wince: tvi
Ltmuus.
Has been in tne employ of the E. P.
Preceptors teach long before they
uougias avenue.
& S. W. for several years and. is well learn.
known. He, has made his home in
Tucumcari for the past three years.
record
Following the remarkable
made last year by at least a half
dozen of largest railroad systems of
the country in not killing a single
passenger, five of the. state railroad
commissions are conducting a campaign against trespassing on railroad
"
'
property. The commissions interestWHOLESALE GROCERS
ed in the movement are those of Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Michigan
Sead and
and Ohio, which are doing all In
their power to Induce more rigid laws
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
relative to railroad trespassing and
c
All kinds of Native Products.
against stealing rides on railroad
.
'
trains, and are urging a more rigid
. .
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
enforcement of such laws as are now
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Medicines. .
on the statute books.
During Change of Life,
Is the bitter controversy of 1908
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.
between the railroads and the ship1-pin- says Mrs. Cnas. Barclay
interests of the United ,States
GranltevHle,'Vt "I was passing
over the proposed 10 per cent inHeadquarters in the Territory for
crease in freight rates about to be through the Changeof Life andsuff erea
nervousness
from
renewed? That the shippers believe
and other annoying
the carriers have not abandoned their
symptoms, and I
campaign for advanced rates, which
can truly say that
was dropped the first of the year, is
LydiaE.Pinkham's
indicated by a call for a general
ComVegetable
of
to
meeting
shippers' organizations
pound, has proved
be held in Cincinnati on October 19.
worth mountains
Plans will be formulated to block any
of gold to me, as it
such action on the part of the roads.
restored my health
and strength. I
The call is issued by sixteen ship
never forget to tell
pers and business men's organiza
tions of Ohio and Indiana, headed
my friends what
LydiaE.Pinkham's
by the Receivers and Shippers' association of Cincinnati. Copies of the cir- Vegetable Compound has done for me
cular which were received here yester- during this trying period. . Complete
to health means so much
day show that what are now regarded restoration
to me that for the sake of other sufferas., the preliminary skirmishes of the
women I am willing to make my
controversy on both sides already ing
trouble public so you may publish
have taken place.
this letter." Mrs. Chas. Bakclat,
At a meetlg in Albuaueraue yester E.F.D.,Graniteville, Vt.
between
creditors of the New
day
.No other medicine for woman's Ills
Mexico Central
railroad' and the has received such wide-spreand un
bondholders' commitee of the rail- qualified endorsement. No other medroad, action was taken which practi- icine we know of has such a record
cally results, in saving the railroad of cures of female ills as has Lydia E.
from a receivership embarrassment. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
For more than 80 years It has been
The affairs of the road, which runs
from Santa Fe to a connection with curing female complaints such as
the Rock Island at Torrance, N. M., inflammation, ulceration, local weaka distance of 150 miles, have been nesses, fibroid, tumors, irregularities,
in a tangled condition for some time periodic pains, backache, indigestion
and it was rumored recently that the and nervous prostration, and it is
Rock Island had attempted to buy the unequalled for carrying women safely
the period of change of life.
property. The creditor became ur- through
costs but little to try Lydia E.
It
gent and threatened a receivership. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and.
Francis J. Torrance, Harrison 3 Nes-- as
Mrs.Barciaysays,lt is "worth mounbit, John P. Flnley and other capltal- - tains
of gold to suffering women.
.
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place and the people are the ones
to do the boosting. Let's lay aside
petty jealousies and factional differences and pull for the biggest and
best town in New Mexico, if not in
the southwest.!

M. M. PADGETT.

Griggs This umbrella has been ftf
my possession for two years.
Briggs Isn't it time you 'returned
M
it? Boston, Transcript

THE CAR SHORTAGE.

Correct Watch Repairing
The repairing., of;' Watches is our specialty.
We are giving thfe- department our most
careful attention. Bring your time piece to
us tobe repaired and be thereby assured of
satisfaction. All work guaranteed.
M

,j.

There are many darkies of the old
'sort in., the south who make ; it .a
point to pride tnemseives upon- weir
;
"Do plain girls "or pretty girls do remarkable memory touching remote
eveius uu
'""s
better in business?"
To one euch a Richmond man was
The plain
"It's about a toss-up- .
'
r
vBe"e
girls don't make so many mistakes.
of ba1nter- - To
ry as to
but nobody kicks about the blunders
remembered
"d"
George
nsas
make."-Kathe pretty girls
Clty'hrt
' i
Washington, the old woman replied
Journal S
that she did, indeed, having served
Washington in a domestic
The director of a matrimonial
yUDg BlrU Mk nly: i'Then was put an interrogation
e
war
which
the
Revolutionary
widows-"Whais his fnlnf
young
woman recalled perfectly.
the
position 7"
said: "I'll
The old widows: "Where is her:
wager you don't remember the fall of
-

i. EDITOR

.

14. 1909

roderick hopscotch
fon gerald
hamfat publicity." "There's a dollar to collect fo- - delivering that message," said the operator, "but I hate to take it. Somebody along the line got it all balled
upland they. ain't no sense to it."
Philadelphia Saturday Evening Post

I
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About a year ago there were 400,000
freight cars standing idle pn railway
sidetracks. Now there is a shortage
reported in several lines of traffic.
y
stateto the
Entered at the Poatofflce at East According
ment of the car efficiency committee
Las Vegas, N. M., as second-clas- s
of the American Railway association.
matter;
the actual car surplusage has been
fewreduced to 53,388 caxx
RATES OF: SUBSCRIPTION.
' ''
er than two weeks before.. Even
.
Dally.
against these figures is the offset of
rer Year by Carrier
....$7.00 small shortages, mentioned -- aggregating
Per Month by Carrier .i....,...: .65
14,582 cars.
,.,..,-,i'er Week by Carrier..,..
,20
The available cars, ' therefore, are
At this the old woman took a good
K
,
Myrtle Papa doesn't favor your
Weekly
few and the surplus is smaller than
long breath and reflected. Then she
rnlUnir liara nt oil ftortrtrA
One year
.$2.00 at any time since the beginning of
'
.,
George Why, that can't'be! Your rejyed; ,
Six Months
1
L00 the
.'!..
period of depression in 1907. Ev father gave me a cigar a moment L De fc is'.sai1'
en this is likely to be wiped out withdat.
"
TIME FOR ACTION
Myrtle All right; just wait ill you j ",8""
in the , next few weeks, so that the
DUL
"fl- - "ur JUBl you
smoke it! Lipplncott's.
ulTf
'r"fc,
railroads are facing what may be a
speaks of it, dat I did heah de white
'bout hearln' somethin'
j The Commercial club is justTstart- - severe
car , shortage. Those which
asked the
beautiful folkses tell York
"Colonel,"
Times.
out a new year. Never wee the have cars in reserve are
drap." New
on-was
y'-most
"what
the
maiden,
them
j
holding
I Wp.'ets for
act
ever
the prosperity' ana well foi their own use
of
you
spicuous
bravery
later, so that they saw?"
Pat O'Brien, an eight day employe
of Las Vegas '.more endourag- - are not
r-willing to help out the ones ' "It was the act of a yo,ung man on the city streets, while getting in
ltt-,than, they are at the- 'present time. where
,
shortage already exists in fact saw the other day," replied the war- - the work wagon this morning, sllp- which
Wlji.ii a reclamation project
A report like this shows that busi- rior. "He appeared in the street wear-- 1 ped and cut a gash in his leg just
wp result in the settling up of thou-s- $ ness has caught up with the railroads Ing a derby hat that had been out Ex-of, below the knee. On account of an
old cut in the same place, new skin
s of acres of rich farirfing lands
style for about seven years."
again and threatens to swamp them! change.
having been grafted on the injured
ftha immediate vicinity of this soon
the appeals to car manuDr. C. C. Gordon advised that
despite
place,
,
assured fact, several new facturers to rush orders for
"Little boy," Bald the big electricim he discontinue his work as the in
new
bufllnrss blocks and,' manjt new resi
and to the repair shop as he unpacked his tool kit, "your jury might cause the amputation of
mother sent for me fo fix her switch. tne. leg if it was not properly cared
dences ia contemplation ppi a re- equipment
foremen to hurry work on "bad or- Where shall I find it?"
'
for. r
newed, activity in busfnessl circles. der'1' cars. The situation
The
in
car
round.
little
the
eyes
grew
boy's
the next rear will be an 'epVKaaJb.
" 'Sli!" he whispered
All Aboard for Harvey's!
is a pretty good business barocautiously.
Ing; one A local history.
"Mamma
,
doesn't want everybody to
f
meter.
goes out Saturday
The
car
Carriage
impending
shortage
know she wears a switch, but I guess
Becfcie !of all these thin.3, the'
returns following Friday. Leave
cause
some
may
inconvenience,
parfind
on
either
bureau
or
it
the
you'll
CommfcAi; club has plenty to do.
orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
ticularly as coal cars are reported on her head."
As thf
esentative 'commercial
And ten minutes later the sounds Trading Co's.
needed in Beveral sections, but it tells
this city, it is up to
If
of a total railway tonnage for the that emanated from the woodshed told
it r
every legitimate
At the grea,t council of Red Men
that will be eminently satlsfac-- electrical and hair. Chicago News,
JeiM4b far a lies in its power and year, and of a
in Albuquerque this week, Thos E.
tory
that)
general
prosperity
enteA
into everything for the beneto
Blauvelt, formerly of this city and
Frank I. Cobb, of. the New York now
means contentment and happiness for
located at the new and promisfit
an
with
enthusiastic
Vegas
vvuna
on
was
a
me
in
Maine
vacation,
ofjas
thousands of families.
spiritTlti-fecop- e
woods
once when Joseph Pulitzer ing . town of Knowles presented SuIs plenty wide to
wanted to communicate with him. preme Representative Leon Godchaux
acconiplisH this but its members inKEY WEST IN DIRE
Pulitzer sent Cobb a cipher message. with a handsome Navajo rug and pildividually and collectively, must do
NEED OF AID SOON
Presently a country operator drove low from his tribe, also a cushion
their sliara and even more. They
in to the Cobb camp and handed Cobb from the great council.
must get the, habit and be boosters in
Key West, Fla., Oct. 14. The-- , city the message, which rea'd something
Procrastination is the thief of many
Is no longer able to continue unas- like this:
tne full sense of the word.
4 ' '
In the work of cleaning up,
"Simplicity aggrandizement
gIf-- a good time.
The Optic is a firm believer in the sisted
as all funds are exhausted.
future Vgreatness of Las Vegas. It is cigar factory workers are on Many
the
Those hard night coughs of the children!
ever ready to' further any and every verge of starvation,
sewers are
What shall you give them? Just what
an
broken
and
of
iwhtcli
sickness
will'
epidemic
project
help the city and ris threatened.
mother gave you, and just what her
your
its people. It can be depended on
mothergave her! In some families, Ayer's
to lend its aid in furthering the inOne way to prevent your friends
Ask yoar doctor If he endorses Ayer's Cherry Pectoral has been the only cough
Cherry Pectoral for the coughs and colds of medicine for seventy vears. Once in the
terests of this city as a whole.
from forgetting you is to borrow
children. Do as he sous.
famitv. it stave. Kmi it hn hand..
Now ia the time; Las Vegas is the money from them.
j
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WE OFFER UNUSUAL SPECIALS
.

Which Are Well Worth Investigating

WALKING GLOVES

'

or-ga-n

't

For street and dress wear. They are
made of Cape skin. You could not get a

jkum

better glove for $2.00.

On sale here, $1.38
Our lino of 50c Neckwear, ycu cannot duplicate
here. Only 50c.
Men's Underwear, all kinds, Merino wool, $1.25
a garment. Cassimere $1.25. All wool $1.50 to

:

'

$2.00.

J. A. Taichert,

StopCouah

'

.

615 Lincoln Ave.

j

'

T

Next to

o

Wells-Farg-

i

Express Co.

'
si

.

t

For the next 3 days we will offer some very splendid values In Winter Merchandise, articles that you need every day, new, clean
v
merchandise. Gome and see what we have to o ffer. We promise you will not be disappointed.

III
'

rfi

Extra Special
We

"Harvard

Place On Sale

;

A very extensive and complete line of BROADCLOTH in
black, navy, gray, brown, red, geren, tan, different widths, at
75c for 50c; $1.35 for 90c; $1.50 for $1.00; $1.65 for $1.10 per
yard.
.

Women's

Z?co

Drosses

Made of Serges, Panama, Henrietta and Cashmere, nicely
trimmed with lace or braid, good fitting garments worth $17.50.
Special, $10.00.
'

I "mW

If .''

$20.00
25.00
30.00

One-Piec-

V

"

e

"
"

....

Dresses
.

........

25.00

,

We have provided a special table where we will place extra
specials every now and then. Our specials for the next few
days' will be Boys', and Children's Underwear. One lot of
Boys' Union Suits, a splendid garment in Silver gray fleeced,
worth 75c. Special, 45c.
....
1

-

.,'

Plain Business Preposition

We want to excite your interest in this superb
Brand of Underwear as a business proposition, because
the pleasant relations of Merchant and Consumer are
furthered through brands of unquestioned Merit. Our
reputation as dependable Advertisers is increased
when you buy such Underwear as the "Merode."
Every garment has claims for your consideration.
Every garment subject to hygienic processes, even
extending to employees engaged in their making.
Every garment is thoroughly steamed, a sanitary
at the same time.
precaution, and made
No matter what your occupation or location, indoors or out, we have weights to suit you .
For Stout, Medium or Slender Forms Light,
Medium or Heavy Weight.
Every Union Suit, Drawer or Tight specially reinforced where strain is greatest without sacrificing
comfort or finish!
Every garment, Vest, Drawer, Tight, Corset,
.
Cover, and Union Suit, ' ,
,
will give you

-

'f

One lot of Boys' fleece lined Undergarments, Silver gray;
sizes 26 to 34; 50calues. Special, 35 per garment.
'

Our stock is now complete in every department. We can fit
you out on anything you want to buy at the lowest price consistent with quality and remember that we SELL ONLY

v

DEPENDABLE MERCHANDISE.

v'f

The!

full value for your

--

"

Ij..y-r-

vr

i

rr

'

ri

J

,

money, and a little more. ..

.Mioses? ''Jpnd Children's f
V

HEADGEAR

;;.!

a special purchase pf Misses' and Children's Hats and Caps all the
new things, best color, reds, tans, browns, greys blues made of Flannel, Serge, Beaver,
Parent Leather several dozen to pick from. . The lot comes from one of the largest New
York Manufacturers, all in perfect order the price at wholesale. What you
usually pay
We place on sale

$1.25 for, now 75c and so on.

All prices from 25c t6 $5.00.

Store of Quality

E.LasVECAS.

-

u

V
i;.

101
.

.

For Women and Children

i

Health Underwear

Almost every one knows this splendid Underwear, wool
fleeced, warm and soft, will not scratch. Usualjrice,- 75c garment. ' Special, 55c; sizes 28 to 34.
I
Ovf;,.i..

UndervweBr

ilRttts99

.

Boys' and Children's

Boys1 ' Vdfright's

A

'

le

$16.50
19.50

UNDERWEAR

'

THE

Now seems to be the Season to
look over your Fall and Winter
Clothes. We have given our
time and experience to select the
best goods you want.

,

n

H

till.

UTS

;

f

VALUES F

EXCEPTIOHAL

N.M.

i

Albuquerque as

temporary manager
or the office
there, in
of Miss R.
m. Jones, who returnsplace
to her

Trustworthy

regular
duties in the Ouray, Colo., office.
v,.
i. tsernnard, secretary of the
methods during the
Southwestern
Loan and
Savings,
Building association, returned last
of
oaf
many years
from
evening
Louisville, Ky
and
South Bend, ind.,
dealings have proven' - ?
accompanied by
Mrs.
Bernhard
and thfiir rhiwi
'
the wisdom of trad-- 0
. Mr. and Mrs. nnlnl" rmoi.
.,.i
' ; 1
vwumuj UUU
with
While
us.
James
J. Cassidy, of Cleveland,
ing
Mora
reacnea tne
last
vuiil,
working for a busi-- 1'
from Philadelphia, incitywhich evening
city of
ness we have beenv
brotherly love thev had
al weeks, coupling business with
working for a repupleasure.
we
have
tation;
gainMr. and Mrs. James Allee have returned from 'an extended visiting
,ed it and it will be
trip through the 'states of Missouri,
upheld. Every deal
Iowa and Kansas and the head of
: with us is a satisfacthe house is again, giving full weight
and good measurements
at the
tory deal we guaStearns grocery.'
"
rantee that.
Col. M., M. Padgett,
editor : and
manager of The Optic, departed for
Albuquerque, on the flyer this mornDRUG CO.
ing, accompanied . by Mrs'i Tadgett,
little Elizabeth an Misses iVIary and
Louise Daum, sisters of Mrs. Padgett.
Telephone "Main 3
They will be absent from the city
BRIDGE STREET
till Saturday.
'
Attorney A. A. ' Jones and J. D.
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER Hand
went over the way to Santa Fe
today, thence going to Albuquerque
tonight It is understood while in
PERSONALS
the Capital city, Mr. Hand will make
application to the territorial engineer for water with which to Irrigate
J. S. Hunter is In town from
'
3,000 acres on the Montezuma ranch.
City today.'
Rev. C. E. Anderson, the Methodist
F. W. Cramer la a New Yorker at
'
minister who has been transferred
Hotel Castaneda today.
A. W. Both and Claude Dyson are from Santa Fe. to the pastorate of
the First Methodist Episcopal church
here from Denver today. '
Mrs. Paullta L. Sena has left town nere, arrived in the city yesterday af
ternoon, accompanied by Mrs. Ander
for Santa Rosa on a visiting trip.
D. T. Hoskins is booked to leave son and their four children. They
the city for El Paso tomorrow even- are guests of members of the church
till the parsonage shall have been
ing.
Mrs. H. W. Garberson was a visit- put in order 'for occupancy by them.
F. Meredith Jones, of this city,
or to town yesterday from Hermit's
is now in South America looking aflodge.
A. A. Smith arrived In this Mea- ter timber interests of the Santa Fe
dow city from Eochester, N. Y. last Railway company. He sends a letter
to The Optic from that country, as
evening.
Ramon R. Trujillo, a school direct- he was under promise to do, and inor at La Trementina, is a visitor to a private letter to Rodney B. Schoonviews of
maker, he encloses post-cartown today.
Miss Bessie Cooley has gone to a mountain scene near Call, Colom
to complete bia, S. A.; the cathedral and market
Ann Arbor university
'
square in that city; a bridge there
her course in music.
Filadelfo Baca set sail this morn- which is 250 years old and the en
to the city.
ing for Albuquerque, thence going to trance
Arthur Judell, a salesman for a
home.
before
Paso
El
returning
'
Mr. and Mrs. Matt Arnot have gone Kansas City shoe house, and former
city, left today
to Albuquerque to attend , the fair ly a resident of this
the west, after a short visit here.
and visit brother "George a few days. for will
go to California, thence going
Mr. and Mrs. James Lowe are at He
home from their trip to Albuquer- Lto New York, where he will engage in
business.
wholesale
que, returning on No. 8 this morning. theJ. E. Durhamsilk
returned to his home
Sabino Lujan left for El Paso this
a short visit
afternoon in company with his two at Cimarron today after
to the Meadow City.
daughters, Misses Amelia and Eloisa.
Mrs. Whitmire, a domestic in the E.
George S. Crossen, a locomotive en- Rosenwald
family, left yesterday for
gineer, is in the city this afternoon Chicago, where
she will visit her
from Lamy, accompanied by his wife.
Juan R. Martinez and Merejildo daughter for a fortnight.
Pedro Montano, a wealthy sheep
OVtavBa havft mturnfid noma from a
Hot Springs
visit to the territorial fair in Albu- man residing on the
boulevard, departed yesterday for Al
querque.
M. V. and E. W. Bray register at buquerque to take in the sights of
fair.
the New Optic from Syracuse, Kan- the
is in the city today from
' Juan Coca
sas; J. M. Scifers and J. L. Mowere the,
Red - River .Cattle " M company's
'.i
..t
Kansas
City
y,$rom
W. H. French nas arrived in tnis ranchl selling cattle.
Henry G. Coors, jr., left todayjifor
city from Clovis to succeed J. W. Albuquerque
for a visit to that city,
foreround
house
as
day
Shepherd
having been the guest of his parents
man at the Santa Fe shops.
days.
J. K. Martin returned from Albu- here for the past several
he goes to his new home in
querque on an early morning train, Thence
after having attended to the business Clovis.
Mrs. A. J. Wertz and Mrs. Clara
matters that took him there.
Dr. T. Morris, wife and sister, are Roberts returned this afternoon from
at Hotel La Pension from Columbus, Albuquerque, where of they attended
the Daughters
Ohio; J. E. Durham from Cimarron, the grand assembly
of Rebekah. Following are the grand
N. M.; J. R. Jones from Chicago.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham and W. G. officers chosen: Mrs. Sarah Vann, of
Haydon leave for El Paso this even-- .
ing to, be present at the meeting of
PROVEN ECZEMA CURE
, President Taft and President Diaz in
tb"t city.
A Trial Bottle of ,Oil of
u. a. Jjarrazoio returned last eve- - Compound is Offered atWlntergreen
25 Cents
ning from Trinidad, Colo., where he
delivered", a characteristically fine adBy a
arrangement with the
dress to the assembled multitudes on 1. D. D.special
Laboratories of Chicago, we
Columbus day.
can at present offer the D. D. D.
Hisses L. and A. Francis are at Prescription
for eczema in a special
thp Eldorado hot.ol from Mesa ranch; trial bottle at
of its' usual
A. J. Mirick vand W. F. Steadman
This oil of wlntergreen comfrom Gallinas canyon ; H. N. Dodge price.
pound 'will surely convince the most
from Gallup, N. M.
skeptical. With the first application
Rev. H. Van Valkenburgh, the you will get instant relief from the
' Methodise
pastor who was appointed itch and soon you will see signs of
by Bishop Quayle to the Roswell cure.
No matter how many salves and
charge, left for his new field of labor
last night, being joined there next other
(skln remedies have
and failed, this oil of wlntergreen liquid
( week by Mrs. Van Valkenburgh
in
El
little daughter from
Paso,
(unlike salves) will penetrate to the
which lower altitude they are at inner skin, killing the eczema germs,
Will you noton our special recompresent visiting.
j,
B. P. Howard arrived In the city mendation call at our store and
ffrpm Trinidad, Coio., last evening, get a 25 cent trial bottle of D. D. D.
and has relieved G. S. Middlesworth Prescription?
K.t- D. Goodall, Center Block drug
as a telegraph operator at the Western Union office. The latter goes to store.
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Remind us that it is now time
'
to get ready for wiuter.
)
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WE ARE SHOEING A BIG LINE
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Stoves, Heaters

0
O
0

T. HOSKINS, Cashier.
F. B. JANUARY, Atat Caihler.

Interest Paid on Timet Deposits

Base-Birhe- rs

from S1.50 up.

50c
65c

A

-

s

SUFFICIENT

Try it for your girl
them.

do for

big size,
Silkolene CO M- -'

hand-knotte-

FORT, worth $3.50.
for the 8Go Doable Cotton, 4
Blankets.
for the $1.00 Heavy 10--4 Cotton
Blankets, all colors.

SUM TO BUY A HOUSE.

oroyj It's the

'
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Opposite Y. M. C. A.
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MORE BEDDING
We have a fine
of.

New York Metal
York, Oct. 14. Lead quiet,
$4.304.35
copper dull, standard

spot,

large lime
Comforts and Blankets - AT RIGHT PRICES:

61.

Chicago Provisions
Chicago, Oct. 14. Wheat, DecemMay, $1.06
ber, $1.06
Corn, October, 60; December,
58
Oats, December, 39
May,
42. Pork, October, $23.00;
January,
4

J.

Lard, October, $12.i0;
Ribs,
November, $11.80.
October,
$11.05; January, $9.72
$18.47

New

DELEGATES

money
prime paper, 4
5
Mexican dollars, 43; Amalgamated, $80
Atchison, $121
New York Central, $135
Southern

Billings, Mont., Oct. 14. In preparation for the entertainment of the
delegates and visitors to the Fourth
Dry Farming ' Congress, which will
meet here Oct 26.28, the accommodations committee of the "Montana
Board of Control is listing all the
available rooms in .the city. There
are six large hotels and many room
ing houses, and the citizens are ar
ranging to throw : their homes onen
to ;the delegates during the week of
the-- congress.' In addition to these,
arrangements, have been made for
the parking of Pullman cars. A num
ber of the delegations from distant
points, have notified the secretary of
the congress that they will come in
special cars, which will be parked
and occupied a3 hotels while here,
The railroads have been liberal in
their arrangements for trackage for
parking cars in the center of the city
and the cars will stand between the
exposition hall and' the city park,
Special police will be on duty during
the congress week and several will
be assigned to duty in the vicinity ot
the exposition hall and the parked
cars. Arrangements have been made
for the sanitation of the cars.
Among the delegations which are
coming In special cars are those from
Utah, Alberta and from points along
the Great Northern railroad.
While there are a number of res
taurants and several good boarding
houses in Billings, in addition to the
hotels, the committee has asked the
railroads to assign dining cars to be
parked here during the congress
week, in order that there may be no
doubt about the commissary preparations for the congress being ample.

Pacific,

fered,

H

v .....

hat full of coal
in a Cole's Hot Blast barns all night, and in the
morning instead of building the fire, shivering in a
chilled room and waiting for the fire to heat up,
you open a draft only.
And there is fuel enough left to warm up
.

'

nicely.
We not only say! this. We guarantee it, and
our word is backed by the largest manufacturer
of soft coal heaters in America.
We gurantee a saving: in fuel of a third.
This Is a conservative guarantee. You really save
one-hato 60 per cent of your winter's fuel bill by.
.
using this stove.
In fact, our guarantee on Cole's Hot Blast is
lf

the most sweeping statement vcr
put behind a heater, and it puts us
in the lead of all stove dealers.
Let us show you this remarkable
heater this 'clean stove this continuous "fire holder this expense
cutter this beauty.

1--

steels, ?ai

$127

Union
4

;

Pacific,

steel,

pre- -

Chicago Livestock
14. Cattle,
8,00u;
'
Texas
$4.158.75!
steers,' $4.005.15; western steers,
$4.257.25; stackers and feeders,
cows and., aaifers,. $2a5
5.80; calves, $7.009.00.
Hogs, 15,000; weak to 5 lower.
Ligt, $6.807.60; mixed, $7.157.80;
heavy, $7.107.80; rough, $7.107.30:
good choice heavy, $7.307.80; pigs.
?&.5Ug6.85; bulk sales, $7.307.80.
Sheep, 25,000; steady. Native, $2.40
4.25; western, $2.6584.75; yearlings,
$4.405.40; ' lambs, native, $4.25
$7.10; western, $4.257.15.

Oct.
Chicago,
eteady.- Beeves,
-

.

,

Kansas City Livestock
Kansas City," Oct. 14.: Cattle,
including 2,000 southerns; steady.
Native steers, $4.507.50; southern
cows, $2.504.00; native cows and
heifers, $2.255.50; stockers
and
reeders, $3.205.5O; bulls, $2.75
3.75; calves,
$3.508.00; western
steers, $3.806.50; western cows,

12,-00- 0,

$10 Up
Take note that this heater burns

soft coal, hard coal, wood,
slack, lignite or cobs and we
guarantee it against any heater,
size for size, at twice or three times

SPECIAL MASTER'S NOTICE
Whereas in that certain action
pending in District Court of San
Miguel County, wherein the Town of
Las Vegas, New
Mexico, is plaintiff,
and Byron T. ' Mills and ethers are
defendants, such cause being No. 6545,
on docket of said court, said action
being to foreclose certain claims
of lien for street grading,
the
said plaintiff on the 25th of Septem
ber 1909, obtained a decTe"ew"nereS7i
it was provided that the undersigned
should proceed to sell the premises
hereinafter' described to make the
several sums set opposite the several
parcels contained in said description
and interest on each of said sums
mentioned at the rate of v8 per cent
per annum, from September 19th 1908,
and the costs of this action propor
tionately.
Now therefore, notice is hereby
given that on the 29th day of Novem
ber, 1909, at 10 o'clock a. m., at the
east front door of the court house,
County of San Miguel, Territory of
New Mexico, the undersigned, as spe
cial master, will expose for sale, to
the highest bidder for cash, the following described property, lying, be
ing and situate In Porter and Mills
addition to- - Las Vegas, New Mexico,
to-wi-t:

Ours is the Original Cole's Hot -Blast, with the name Cole's on the);
feed door.
, .

Burns Any Fuel Soft Coal, Hard Coal, Wood or Cobs.

F. J. GEHRING,
516-51- 8

Of course the man who lives next
doors has brains such as they are.

its price.

Douglas Avenue.

Shows Top

Draft

burning the OAS
half of soft coal

i

SOi-i- '

623 Douglas Ave.

nogs, 10,000; weak to 5 lower.
huik sales, $7.207.50; heavy, $7.4C
7.60; packers and butchers. S7.3f
Lot five (5) in block sixty (60) in
7.55; light, $6.907.50; pigs, $6.00
said Addition. $55.40.
Lots eleven (11) and twelve (12)
Mut.tnna in block fifty-nin- e
Sheep, 8,000: 'steadv.
(59) in said Addi
$4.004.75; lambs, $5.507.10; range tion, $70.90.
wethers, yearlings, $4.005.25; range " Lot two (2) in block seventy-thre- e
(73) in said Addition, $12.40.
Lot one (1) In block sixty (60) in
For Sale 2 horses and two Rlirrava said Addition $62.80,r,
At said sale the special master
iui oaiB at arowne & Manzanares Co,
will sell each of said parcels of land
separately to satisfy the sums set
The Best Plaster
A piece of flannel dampened with opposite said lots, and will deliver
to
or purchasers of
Chamberlain's Liniment and bound on saidthe purchaser
of land, good and suffi
to the affected parts is superior to cient parcels
deed therefor.
any plaster. When troubled with
GEO. H. HUNKER.
lame back or pains in the side or
Special Master.
chest give it a trial and you are cer- L. C. ILFELD,
,
tain to be more than pleased with
for plaintiff, Las Vegas,
Attorney
tne prompt relief which it affords. n. m.
This liniment also relieves rheumatic
pains and is certain to please any
one suffering from that disease. Sold Hook He's just crazy over that
blonde.. Nye I always knew bleachby all dealers.
ing the hair caused Insanity.
A man can get more excited over
who discovered
that
something
doesn't mean anything to anybody
than over why he can't pay his own
bills.
x
If people with symptoms of kidnev
or bladder trouble could realize their
danger they would without loss of
time commence taking Foley's Kid
ney Remedy. This great remedy
stops the pain and the irregularities,
strengthens and builds up these or
gans and there is no danger of
Bright's disease or other serious disorder. Do not disregard the early
symptoms. O. O. Schaefer and Red
...
;
J ...
Cross, Drug Co.

Cole's Hot Blast

l

v

4

$129
:

a

C. JOHNSEN

'

4

strong,

t

Will You let us Show You8y

3--

Money and Stocks
York, Oct. 14. Call

-

:

7--

TO ROYALLY

'

!

TUTn
XtJL I

Ter-

New

.

Madam Mace, clairvoyant, will be at
Fifth street until November 8.
Readings daily on all affairs of, life.
Can assist people in trouble through
knowledge of Individual magnetized
colors and oriental chemistry.

Wool firm.

12.2B12.B0; silver,

0

Cark.

Miguel N&.tloneu

COLDER WEATHER

St. Louis Wool

Louis, Oct. 14.

0

V-

.

ritorial western mediums, 2328; fine
mediums, 2224; fine, 1319.

Albuquerque, president; Mrs. A. J.
Wertz, of this city, vice president;
Mrs. Louis Sherwood, of Tucumcari,
secretary; Mrs. Anna Emmett, ot
Roswell, treasurer; Mrs. Jeanette
Spears, of Gallup, warden.
Luis E. Armijo is off for the Duke
;
city. Mrs. R. H. Hunt arrived here last
night from Guam, N. M., on a visit to
her mother.
Adolfo Alvarez reached here from
Denver yesterday and will resume his
trip to Santa Fe on the morrow.

717

.

i

REPORTS.

MARKET

.

of

kindest act' you oan

.

'

Only at

ENTERTAIN

0
0'
0
0
0
0
0
0

Lasfr Vegas Savings Bank
Y4
with

9--

BILLINGS

'

,'t

'

Blankets and Comforts
in great array
$2.48

iv'j

"''
,

is a miniature of the woman or man that is to be.
A LITTLE DEPOSIT AT THISAVINGS BANK
begun in "Tot's," name is the "miaiaWe," or beginning
.
what in time to come becomes
,

BE SURE to see our line before pur
chasing elsewhere.
NO EXTRA CHARGE, to set up
Stoves bought from us.
.

for an

ATOT'.

:

-

A hat full of coal lasts all night
in COLE'S HOT BLAST
A

0
0
&
0
0
0
O
0
0

D.

-

out!

o

ipeiiwioiic

Real

All

Estate
Is Alivay
for Sale
If the owper caAgethis ' rrtr
price. Sometimes ywners
are forced to sell, you'll
find good buyine: and b1!- ingf opportunities in the

Optic
Want Ad

Columns

f

Fresh Fish
Just in from

'

....

,.

;

California
...
-

:

V:

Star Meat Market
.

'

Phone Vegas 450

THE
HYGEIA;"ICE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILL.ED WATER
PKinKRi

2,000 ifcs or more each delivery
1,000 to 2,000 lbs.
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
y 50 to .200 lbs. "
Less han 50 lbs. "

CRYSTAL ICE CO

L.

Never Worry '
about a cough there's no need of
worry if you will treat it at its first
appearance with Ballard's Horehound
Syrup. It will stop the cough at once
and put your lungs and throat back
into perfectly healthy condition. Sold
by Center Block Depot Dfug Co. ?

'

That is a tremendous fact for users of
heaters.
Your fire Is never

a

T7

4. M CUNNINGHAM, President.
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President.

and

--

INTERS

P000000OOOOOO0OOOOOOf.
4

NIGHTS

20c
30c
40c
50c
75c

per hundred

"

V
'

'

"M

"

,w

t

v
.

vi'ebb

McGuire

Phone Main 227

A. H. Reingrueber Bfowrnrf Co.
of LaLSVegas

(SllghtIy Colder With 8now
' When
you. see that kind of a weather forecast you know that rheumatism
weather is, at hand. Get ready for
It now by getting a bottle of Ballard's
We are no w making the fines beer in the Sonth- SnoW ; Liniment
Finest thing made
for rheumatism, chilblains, frost bite, home industry and telephone your orders to ns for A
sore and stiff Joints and muscles, all bottle beer.
aches and pains. 25c, 50c and $1.00
a bottle. Sold by Center Block DePHOPEMAIN67
,
pot Drug Co.
....

,y
j

J

:r. keg or

,
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NEWS

Hallowe'en, October 81, falls on
Sunday this year and therefore the
mask ball of the Elks at Santa Fe
TO-DA- YI
fo
will take place on the night before,
October 30.
Ei
Next Sunday the pulpit at the First
Presbyterian church at Santa Fe will
be filled by Rev. A. P. Vaughn, who
Is going there from Albuquerque to
remain a month.
Hagerman, Chaves county, has sold
You Will
$25,000 of six per cent municipal
at
bonds, issued for water works,
5 Cents a Uae
20 Cents Per Line By Week- - 50 Cents Per
First
$1,000 premium to John Neveen &
Company, of Chicago.
Edgar Goebel has shipped thirty
HontD.
Une By
cases of fine honey from Belen to the
;
Miller Fruit company,
East Las
Vegas. Mr. Goebel expects his honey
crop this year will reach 4,000 pounds.
guise
No better honey Is raised anywhere
than-- , is produced by Belen
htrtiey
4
raisers.
f
illustrated Settlement 10 Payment Life.
The Grand Council of New Mextco
of the Improved Order of Red Men at
Albuquerque, installed the following
officers: Leoii L. Godshalk, supreme
representative; Dr. v., D. Huff, junior
rf la what every advertiser wants
sagamore; William P". Mills,
great
rf for his money. He gets It from
prophet; Thomas E. Blauvelt, great
G.
William
chief
of
records;
Wberner,
f
f
great keeper of wampum.
&
.
commission
Hurst,
i-Spence
The James ranges
martcet mutton.
CURE
FREE KIDNEY
brokers at Carrizozo, sold to Owens & are also selling this season the wool
B. H. ROBISON, President
It
Free to all the elck-Wr- ltewho suiteforfrom
Ingram 11,000 head of sheep belong- clip of 18,000 sheep, with an average
IT. S.
Omaha,
Nebraska,
reader of this paper
4- ing to J. E. Spence, of El Paso. Con- fleece of 8 pounds, and a price of 20c anyAnyform
of kidney trouble, biadder trouble
sideration, $52,000. This is one of the per pound, or a this year's wool revor rheumatism can get free treatment by
v
best flocks of sheep in New Mexico enue of $2,000."
writing to the oelebrated specialist Dr. Lynott
Lindsay, Neb., June, 8, 1909.
1:1
of Chicago. Neither the rich nor the poor will
"They are certaUi nii.y ';t- will shear an average
and
12
of
free treatwew
or
nunarea
stoexmen
xnree
be charged. He has sent thousands own
tera. . They bring 0 ! .e and
home
In their
THE BANKERS RESERVE LIFE CO.
pounds 5 ounces of wool. The sheep Mexico heard Governor Curry, F. W. ment, and though cured
he
wants is
no
4AU
for
money
were
asked
at the present time are on the range Tomllnson of the National Livestock ; they
satisfactory return
that you tell your Triends about It If you or
Omaha, Nebr.
near Corona.
any friend,
era say so the cbe
association and Fied P. Johnson, of any member of your family Jor like
too freThe following I. O. O. F. grand the Colorado association, urge organ
suffers from a kidney oomplaint
trouble,
proves It Try cn y tu . . d
Kindly continue my Policy No. 1509 issued May 9, 1899,
to
prostatic
urinate,
desire
lodge officers were elected in Albu- ization In the second session of the quent
of
the bladpain In the back. Inflammation
be convinced.
on my life as a paid up policy "with loan privilege. I desire to
Grand patriarch, Frank Stockmen's convention at Albuquer-que- s der,
or any of tbedinerent kinds
querque:
a
rheumatism, write the dootor letter deTELEPHONE WAIN 2
Talmadge, Jr., of Hagerman; grand
state that trie settlement on this policy exceeds my expectation,
yesterday morning. Governor of
scribing how you suffer and he will send youofa
highN
C.
L.
Demof
priest,
Hubbard,
4V
free treatment at hisexpense: alsoa letter
Curry pointed out the vast importance
f 4the surplus being in excess of estimate given when policy was
medical
J. J. of organization' among the stockmen medlcat advice and a big Illustrated
Ing; grand senior warden;
"
describing these diseases. Write today.
Silver
war
Junior
Vlnot,
City; grand
written.
in dealing with questions concerning book
,
lldg.. Chlcigg.
M. T. HUM ITHOTT,
den, J. B. Bills, Clovis; grand repre the public domain and urged the catThis has been a cheaper insurance to me than any assesssentative to sovereign grand lodge, tlemen to get together behind the
ment I have.
J. c. Spears, Gallup.
,
movement for statehood, showing them
NOTICE FOR' PUBLICATION
,.VlNTCD Competent
W. A. Merrill, of the Springer Cat how much their interests would gain
cook at
Joseph H. Engelea.
tle company, and the Koehler, N; M., by representation in congress. The
(Not Coal Land)
j'St Aathony's sanitarium
THE SURPLUS EARNED EXCEEDED THE ESTIMATE
ronnrtmnr. of the Interior. TJ. S.
Packing house, has gone to Garden annual report of President George
"
City, Kansas, where the Springer com H. Webster, jr., of Cimarron, was read Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.
for camping
d
pany has 800 head of two and
and
In 20,1909.
Rates
For
and showed the organization
Information
Write
south.
One who can earn his
steers on beet pulp feeding. flourishing condition, with rapidly inNotice is hereby given that Jose B.
"routa
"iK03 en
or Is prepared to
The Koehler Packing company plant creasing jnembership.
Medina, of Gonzales, San Miguel counis now slaughtering about 300 head
I have a first class out-r'ty, N. M., who, on February 5, 1903,
of beef cattle per month, while the
made Homestead Entry No. 7423 for
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
Optlo office.
J
SE 4 of Section 10 and E 2
New Mexico ,ud Arizona
Springer Cattle company is'how graz with LOCAL
as E
APPLICATIONS,
4
NE
of Section 15, Twp. 17 North,
over
of
on
7,000
head
its
cattle
ing
Pioneer Building
iFurn!shed house by Miss
ast;Las Vegas, K. M.
they cannot reach the seat of the disColfax county pasture ranges.
Range 23 East, N. M: P. Meridian,
ease. Catarrh is a blood or constltU' Vina
B'yari, teacher in Castle school, and
filed nntirfi of intention to make
Frank Worden, of Las Palomas,
disease, and in order to cure it final five year proof, to esabllsh claim
her parents. .' Phone C. D. Boucher's
Sierra county, has entered an El tlonalmust
internal
take
remedies.
you
Detore
residence, f
Even neighbors are useful because Paso, Texas hospital toV undergo an Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internal to the land above aescnoea,
L. M. Ross, U. S. court comRobert
went
for
He
operation
appendjtis.?
you can talk about them.
ly, and acts directly on the blood and missioner, at Las Vegas, N. M., on
ANT LADY can easily make irom
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure the 16th day of November, 1909.
118.00- - to $25.00 per week working FOR RENT OR SALE Good piano.
fiancee, Miss Martinywlth the inten mucous
Claimant names as witnesses:
tion of being married, but on account Is not a quack medicine. It was pre
for me quietly In her own home,
Inquire Eldorado Hotel, 514 Grand. HERE IS RELIEF FOR WOMEN
Ascension Salazar, Julian Salazar,
f a severe attack of the disease he scribed by one of the best physicians
This
la
bonafide offer
a
locality.
' Vtnh wKlnl.
If you have pains In the back, urliv was advised
a
rl11
Ro
by the physicians to have in this country for yearsis and is a Jose Teodoro Gonzales, Benigno
yay uu LU JLUYtJbUj.i FOR RENT Furnished
front bed-bat- ary, bladder or kidney trouble "and an
composed mero, all 01 uonzaies, jn. m.
As soon as regular prescription. It
evcu Ai. juu vau umy spare two
operation
performed.
608
electric light,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
hours per day. No investment re--, room,
want a certain, pleasant herb relief Mr. Worden has recovered from the of the best tonics known, combined
Main avenue.
with the best blood purifiers, acting
: quired.
Register.
the
Turn your spare time into
operation,
ceremony
Interrupted
from women's ills, try Mother Gray's
will be performed.
mnfitf "XXTria ma of nnia V- - nnwtma.
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
"Australian-Lear."
a
re
it is
safe,
Charles W. Stone and' &. number of perfect combfnatlon of the two ingreia'AddVs
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
bath, furnace heat. ' Close in. Gen liable regulator, and relieves all fe associates from Pennsylvania,
Box 30, Woman's building, Joliet,
who dients Is what produces such wondertleman
(Not Coal Land)
only. Inquire Optic.
In
Send
results
catarrh.
ful
an
on
have
valIllinois.
the
curing
male weaknesses, including inflamma
option
immensely
of the Interior, TJ. S.
Department
1
free.
testimonials
for
uable
Baca
land
of
100,000
WANTL'D Table boarders
Of flee at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept ,1
at 712 FOR RENT Two or three light house- - tion and ulceration. Mother
Gray's acres, in the. Jemezgrant
aiountain3-irth
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props. ' Land
20 1909.
"Is SoTcTby 'druggists or of
HMrt keeping Vopms." Apply 920 GalTinas AiTBtralfan-lea- f
Z
Toledo, Ohio.
Albuquerquq, have returned there
Notice is hereby given that Ascenbe-50c.
cents.
rooms
sent
25
75c.
Furnished
sent
;
mail
from
la
and
for
Sold
It
Is
."-leby
Sample
avenue.
by DrugglstSi price
Pennsylvania,
v
sion Salazar, of Gonzales, San Miguel
constifor
Pills
Take Hall's Family
free. Address, The Mother Gray Co., lieved the deal for the sale of propcounty, N. M., who, on March 12, 1903,
K.NTED To rent a typewriter,
The pation.
erty will be closed this week.
made Homestead Entry No. 7451, for
FOR RENT Three light housekeeping Le Roy, N. Y.
grant contains 100,000,000 feet of merof Section 11 and N 2
W
SW
prjifered. Address Optic.
rooms for ten dollars, 717 5th.
chantable timber, 40,000 acres of
The loss of his job is apt to punc- NW 4 of Section 14, Twp. 17 North.
When a strong man loses hid grip fine grazing and farming land, and is ture a man's
.
vanity and let a lot of Range 23 East, N. M. P., Meridian,
LEAJtN BARBER TRADE
FOR RENT Store room,- No. 518 he loses his soul.
one, of the most valuable tracts in
out.
run
has filed notice of intention to make
tuSe
egotism
short
graduates
required;
New Mexico.
Sixth street. Inquire W. B. Bunker.
final five year proof, to establish y
-- m
sara f lja to $30 week . Moler Bar- J. P. Dunlavy of the Abo Land comto the land above described, beclaim
1060
VirR.
C.
the
Los
WILLIAMS'
KIDNEY
Kluger,
PILLS.
jeweler,
Angeles.
Cjjfilege.
pany at Belen, was dangerously in- ginia Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., writes: fore Robert L. M. Ross, U. S. court
Have you neglected your kidneys jured by being stabbed by a man liv- "I was so weak from
N. M., on
kidney trouble commissioner, at Las Vegas,
t
Have you overworked your nervous ing near the townslte. The trouble grew that I could hardly walk a hundred the 16th day of November, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: ;
LOST Watch, Waltham movement. system and caused trouble with your out of a dispute over the sale of water feet. Four bottles of Foley's Kidney
controlled
land
the
At
B. Medina Benigno Romero,
by
company.
Jose
curmove17,
Jewels,
gold case, number
Have yon first Mr. Dunlavy was attacked with Remedy cleared my complexion,
OLE discovered by Ameri- Julian Salazar, Jose Teodoro Gonzales,
ment 89735, number case, 8608941. kidneys and bladder?
and
the
backache
ed
my
irregularities
'
Jook's own story and Peary's
Reward $5. Geo. Weathers, care pains in loins, side, back, groins and a blacksnake whip, and defending disappeared, and I can now attend to au of Gonzales, N. M.
MANUEL R, OTERO,eSf?3m.v Of thrilling Interest roundhouse.
bladder? Have you a flabby appear himself, it Is said one of the parties business every day and recommend
Outfit
free.
a knife and stabbed Mr.
.
GoUfgllike wildfire.
Register.
ance of the face, especially under the present drew
Foley's Kidney Remedy to all sufferDunlavy under the ribs, Inflicting a ers,
Big terms. Act quick. Zlegler Co.,
me
the
doctors
as
cured
after
it
267 Fourth street, Philadelphia.
eyes? Too frequent a desire, to pass wound two inches deep. The wound,
The trouble with a bore is that
and other remedies had failed." O.
urine? If so, Williams' Kidney Pills though painful, is not considered of G.
A.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co. when he gets wound up he doesn't go.
'
a
and
s
serious
with
5V ANTED--a- t
Character,
good
once, reliablerepresen-tatlve- STAMPING done for art embroid will cure you at druggist's, price 50c.
care Mr. Dunlavy will soon be about.
In this vicinity to look after
New designs ' for holidays. Williams' M'fg. Co., Props., Cleveland,
To a man wealth means power; to
renewals and new subscriptions, part ery.
The council committee appointed at
Many a person seems to run an in712 Fifth street
O. For sale by Center Block Drug
of being
or whole time, for the fastest grow-.in-g
Clovis to investigate the charges a woman the pleasure
office without any.
telligence
envied.
Store.
magazine In America. Liberal
against City Attorney Fred McDonelectric
SHAMPOOING,
scalp massag
ald, reported at a special session, exsalary and commissions. Live men
ing or mecnano therapeutic treatand women make $35 to i,$150 a
onerating McDonald from the charges,
The
sweetest.
mosquito
sings
just
ments.
Call
on Mrs. Dr. Grlest,
now being
which are understood to have been
month. Appointments
before he presents his bill.
Phone Vegas 85, 1017 7th street.
to Directmade.
brought chiefly as the result of the
or of Circulation, Hampton's Magaactivity of City Marshal Martin, reof Success
The
zine, 66 West 35th street, New York
cently deposed by the council on the
Blessed are the meek, for they gen
City.
charge of accepting money for ques
'
In
! :
a
lies
clear
backed
keen,
brain,
by
erally get married.
tionable purposes. When called to
Indomitable will and reslsi'ess energy.
Martin,
testify ' against McDonald,
Such power comes from the splendid however, refused to take the stand.
The Best Plaster
health
Now
was
Dr.
that
Pills
The city attorney
accused of
life
King's
A piece of flannel dampened with
They vitalize every organ accepting illegal fees and other imChamberlain's Liniment and bound' on impart.
A.
and build up brain and body. J
.
actions.
and we can
to the affected parts is superior to Harmon, Llzemore, W. Va., writes proper
A meeting of the. newspaper men
selling line of calendars, combination- any
plaster. When troubled with They are the best pills I ever used. from all over the territory has 'been
-bank
leather
books,
goods
and novelties on the market Trade lame back or pains In the side or 25c at all druggists. ,
called in the Commercial club at Alchest
give It a trial and you are cerwell established. Liberal contracts.
buquerque, where the scribes will
tain
to
be
more than pleased with
ANDERINE is to the hair what (resh showers
4 -- STmeet F. H. Grlswold, of the Chicago
Exclusive territory.
Apply quick.
A
all
education
worth
is
it
college
the
relief
which
prompt
ot rain and sunshine are to vegetation.
affords.
It
it
Adv.
la.
B.
of
H.
Iowa
at
Tribune
solicitation
Co.,
City,
the
Economy
over
costs
to get
it.
This liniment also relieves rheumatic
tfoes right to the roots, invigorates and
of the Immigration
secretary
Henlng,
TRAVELING MEN are earning from pains and is certain to please any
Bureau of the territory. The meeting
strengthens them. Its exhilarating, stimulating and
our one suffering from that disease. Sold
S5 to J10 per day carrying
of arousing interfor
the
is
properties cause the hair to grow
purpose
pocket side line. For particulars ad- by all dealers.'
est in the United States Land and Irabundantly long, strong and beautiful. It at
dress 20th Century Mfg. Co., 1303
once imparts a sparkling brilliancy and vel
rigation Exposition at Chicago NoWells street, Chicago.
AY
vember 20 to December 4, which has
:;
There, are divers ways of getting
vety softness to the hair, and a few weeks'
been arranged through the efforts of
use will cause new hair to sprout all over the
SALESMAN WANTED Covering ter in the swim.
the Chicago Tribune and western
Use it every day for 4 short time,
scalp.
of
to
New
the
Mexico,
carry
ritory
railroads. It Is planned to make exalter which two or three times a week will
of
most
souvenir
strongest,
complete
western
be sufficient to complete whatever growth
Slightly Colder With Snow
hibits of the products-postcard line, as side line. Holiday
'
farms and to stimulate interest in
When you see that kind of. a weath
you desire.
now.
to
cards sell rapidly;
Chance
Mexico
western lands. The New
er forecast you know that rheumatism
make big money.'. Address Gartner weather is at hand. Get
A Mr from St. Paul write ta ftub.taocs,
newspaper men are expected to do
ready for
'
& Bender Dept S., Chicago,
.
(otioWSI
their share in advertising the event
it now by getting a bottle of Ballard's
"When I began ustnst Danderlne my hslr
In this territory and In securing exSnow Liniment Finest thing made
would not come to my shoulders sad now
It Is away below my hlpi,"
hibits from New Mexico for the exfor rheumatism, chilblains, frost bite,
AoouW Erara Newark, N. J.
position.
sore and stiff joints and muscles, all
" I have been aatng Danderlne regularly.
B. Stevens, of Chico Springs,
W.
50c
and
aches
and
25c,
$1.00
pains.
WhenI drat started to use It I had very litV
FOR SAL'fc
splendid family horse, a bottle. Sold by Center Block De
tle ha1r,now I bare the most beautiful long
says that the Chico Springs vicinity
buggy .a. i harness. : A snap for
and ttalck hair anyone would want to have."
will market this fall '2,000 bead of
Co.
Drug
pot
Can
&
seen
at
be
salej
quick
Clay
steers
a
beef
at
and
cows,
cattle,
dry
Havens' stable, 'X 'wefttlj street, for a
NOW at all druggists In three
general average of at least $35 per
V
foTtr rijtva nrylr
The patriotism of the office seeker
Izes 25c, 50c and $1.00
head, although the present rapidly
is the greatest ever.
swelling prices of beef cattle may InFOR BALE AH wool,
(
res, never
per bottle
crease these figures to $40 or even
.u
used;, blankets
Danderlne
comfortables,
enjoys a greater sale than
If people with symptoms of kidney
"In
head.
$45
per
to
sheep
Clve Satisfaction.
Sure
outlook,"
712 Fifth Street v
any other one preparation regardless of kind
or bladder trouble could realize their
Mr.
"the
Chico
said
Stevens,
OIVE8 RELIEF AT ONCE.
Springs
or brand, and it has a much greater sale than
they would without loss of It cleanses, soothes, heals and protects the region will ship this season an aggreall of the other hair preparations in tba
done and art danger
FOR SALE Sta.
time conimence taking Foley's Kid diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh gate of between 15,000 and 20.000
world combined.
needlework w ..rials. 712 Fifth ney Remedy. This great remedy and drives away a Cold in the Head quickly. head of market feeding lambs, chiefly
Jstreet
stops the pain and the irregularities, Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell. to Colorado points. These lambs are
now now quickly ItsdtrlM
v FREE To
acts, we will send a large samstrengthens and builds up these or Easy to use. Contains no injurious drugs weighing about 40 pounds each and
free
return
mail to anyone who
by
into
ple
no
the
nmtrils
absorbed.
of
and
is
and
there
Applied
are befng sold at $2.50 per head. The
danger
IF YOTT'WANT a good horse and gans
sends this free coupon to the
cents at Druggists or by James sheep ranges, located on the
buggy, somr'7 i particularly good, Brlght's disease or other serious dis- Large Size, 50 Cream
KR0WLT0I
0AHDERIHE CO., CHICAGO, ILL,
Balm for use in Kiowa between Raton and
the early mail. 'Liquid
will appeal to you, order. Do not disregard
Chico
at a price t.
with their name and address and 10c
will sell this fall 10,000 head
Call at "'fy & I. ivens' stable, where symptoms. O. G. Schaefer and Red atomizers, 75 cents.
Springs,
silver or stamps to pay postage.
in
f the
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warrtn SL. Nw York. of lambs and old ewes for
Cross Drug Co.
;
rig can be yeen." .
general
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THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE
THE

BEST

Short Orders and Regular Dinner
GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS

AND BUSINESS

SOCIETY
CHAPMAN

h.
Y V

HANDLED

DIRECTORY
PHYSICIANS

LODGE NO 2, A. F. & A.
M. Regular com-

DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
munlcatlon first and
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
d Thursdays
in
eacn
montn,
,
visiung Office, Chafin's Livery Stable, Phone
y7
brothers
Main 1. v
cordially
invited. Geo. H. Kinkel, W. M-- , Chas,
Calls answered day or night
H. Sporleder, Secretary.
,

.

y

.

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2,
V" DENTIST
Knights Templar. Regular
Has
conclave second Tuesday in Suite 4, Crockett Building.
phones at office and residence.
each month at Masonic
John S. Clark,
Temple, 7:30 p. ffi.
F. R. LORD. DENTIST , .)..
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
(Successor to. Dr. B. M. Williams.)
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYal Arch Masons. Regular Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
convocation firit Mcmday in
Main 67.
at
Masonic
each
C
month
rj
Temple, 7; 30 p. m. M. R.
"Williams, H.v P- - Chas. H.
ATTORNEYS
Spor.eder, Secretary.

if

-

'

GEORGE

H. HUNKER

......

.

EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1

Attorney at Law
Block Las Vegas New
Office:
Veeder
Knigbla ol Pythias

,

ACCUSED EDITORS ARE ,
DISCHARGED BY COURT

M'3

Indianapolis, Oct. 14. Judge A. B.
Anderson, of the United States court,
late yesterday dismissed the proceedings against Delevan Smith and
Charles R. Williams, proprietors ot
the Indianapolis News, who were resisting removal to the District . of
Columbia" for trial on a grand jury
Indictment charging tbera with criminal libel in published articles alleging
there was a corrupt profit of 28,000,-00- 0
in the sale of the Panama canal
to the United States.
"That man has read the history of
our institutions to little purpose."
said Judge Anderson, "who does not
new with apprehension the success ot
such a proceeding as this to the end
that citizens could be dragged from
their homes to the District of Columbia, the seat of government, for trial
under the' circumstances of this ca?e.
The defendants are discharged.
"I believe the fact (that certain persons were "called "thieves and swindlers' does nflt constitute libel per se.
A newspaper has a certain duty to
perform. As a former president has
said 'it is the duty of a newspaper to
print the news and to tell the truth
about it. It is the duty of a newspaper to draw ' inferences for the people."

f
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CHAS. GREENCLAY,

Twelve bottles restored all Just as soon as the cough appears
Now treat It with Ballard's Horehound Syhealth and vigor.
;
NOTICE
can
to
attena
ousiness
aay. rup, the standard cure of America.
every
Department of Territorial Engineer.
Use as directed perfectly harmless.
Infalla
medicine.'
wonderful
It's
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 11, 1909
kidneys, blood A $ure and preventive for all diseasNotice is hereby given that on the ible for stomach, liver,
es of the lungs. Price 25c 50c and
7th day of October, 1909,in accord- and nerves. 50c at all druggists.
J1.00 per bottle. Sold by Center Block
ance with Section 26, Irrigation Law
v
Depot' Drug Co.
of 1907, The Board of Trustees of
No man has such a horror of old
the Town of Las Vegas of Las Vegas, age as to want to die young.
When a fellow with a short arm
County of San JMiguel, Territory of
New Mexico, made application to the
becomes engaged to a girl with a big
Both Boys Saved
waist Cupid laughs in his sleeve.
territorial engineer of New Mexican Louis Boon, a
leading' merchant of
for a permit to appropriate from the
bottles
Public Waters of the Territory
of Norway, Mich, writes: "Three
Never Worry
of Foley's Honey and Tar nbsolufely
New Mexico.
about a cough there's no need of
severe
and
a
cured
of
cough,
ray
boy
Such appropriation is to be made
boyXjwho was so ill with worry If you will treat it at its first
from Gallinas, Sapello rivers, Pecos a neighbor's
cold that the doctors gave bim up, .'appearance with Ballard's Horehound
a
arroyo and Sanguijuela creek and was cured
Foley's Honey Syrup. It will stop the cough at once
tributaries, at points 7Location of ana Tar. 'hVkinjf else
is as saie.ana pui your lungs uuu mruu.1 usun
Nothing
point of diversion:
certain in results. O. G. Schaefer into perfectly healthy condition, bom"
(a) Gallinas Inlet Canal Initial and
'
by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
Point bears South 52 degrees 10 min- and Red Cross Drug Co.
utes East 1,290 ft. distant from North
West Corner Section 5 in Township
16 North of Range 16 East N. M. P.

REBEKAH LODGE. I. O. O. F.
meets second and fourth Thursday
evenings of each month at the I. O.
O. F. hall., MisS Bertha Becker, N.
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs.
Adeiene
T. F. Dailey, Secretary;
Smith, Secretary.
B. P. O. E. MEETS

SECOND

my

-

old-tim-

e

.

each
fourth Tuesday evenings
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. W.
D. W.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
Condon, secretary.

M.

'

,

(b)

version
Canal.

EASTERN STAR, REGULAR COM-- .
' second
and fourth
.. munlcatlon
Thursday evenings of each mopth.
All visiting brothers and sisters are
cordially Invited. Mrs. Sarah A.
Mrs. Ida
Chaff in, worthy matron;
Seelinger, secretary.

AT

Romeroville ditch, point of di
is same as Gallinas Inlet

IH E TfiEATR

N. R. 15 E.

Waters of Pecos Arroyo

(e)

and

meets every Monday evening at Sanguijuela creek are taken directly
reservoir.
their hall on Sixth street. All visit-- . into Sanguijuela
(f) Initial point of Kast Outlet
to atinvited
brethren
cordially
ring
Canal from SanguiJ w'.i reservoir
(

tend, C. W. McAllister, N. G.; E.
Comstock, V. G.; R. O. Williams,
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

bears North 16 degrees SO m'.n'itee
West 4,090 ft from South East Corner Section 34 in Township 17 North
of Ranpe 16 East N. M. P. M
(g) Initial point of West Outlet
reservoir
Canal from Saugi-iliuulcommences at same point.
(h) Initial point of outlet N canal
from Sapello reservoir bears South
10 degrees 3 minutes West ,2,376 ft.
from North East Corner Section ll
in Township 17 North of Range 16
East, by means of diversion and storage and 115 cu, ft. per sec. or 80,000
ac. ft. is to be conveyed to T. 18, 17,
16, 16, N. R. 16 E.; T. 15 and 16 N.
R. 17 E. and T. 17 N. by means of
ditches and reservoirs R. 15 E. and
there used for irrigation and domestic use.
, All persons who
may oppose the
granting of the above application
must file their objections, substantiated by affidavits (properly backed), with the Territorial Engineer on
or before four weeks from date of
last publication hereof.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN
Territorial Engineer.

NO.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
every Friday night at
, 102, meets
... their hall in the Schmidt building,
;
west pf Fountain Square, at eight
o'clock. Visiting members are cordially welcome. Jas. N. Cook, president; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804, meets second and
fourth Thursday, O. R. C. ball, Pio- . neerbuilding. Visiting members
are cordially invited. '. W. R. Tipton,
G. K.; E. P. Mackel, F. S.
-

F. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD
at
.Tuesday eyeBings each month,
Visit-"in'.. Fraternal Brotherhood Hall.
brothers are cordially invited.
John
Thornhill, president; E. C.
,
'
f
Ward, secretary.

finest of its kind ever heard iii this
cityr and ;those who were not there,
missed a treat which may never again
be their's to enjoy. She has an intrinsic feeling of a poetess and
actress, and In a sense "is a child of
her art, which stands for exacting
ideals of culture and refinement.
a lyric
Madame
soprano of International reputation,
was at her best last night.
Her
prettiest numbers were her Italian
songs, "From the Land of the Blue
Sky Water," by Cadman, and ".Coming
of the Montezuma," Trayer. Her
German
songs, "ErIst's"
(Spring
is Here) Wolf, and-Tbin dein,"
Helmund, were also especially pleasing. Her efforts last night convinced
those who heard her that she is a
talented singer with a voice of beautiful quality.
Miss Edith Sucher, as accompanist,
proved her worth in this capacity,
which is so imnortant to the success
of concerts of the kind given.

Unexcelled as Entertainers
seem-frotte size of the
aiidience at the Duncan opera house
last night, which? greeted the Enderly-Wlndso- r
Concert company, that Las
have a habit of
Vegas theater-goer- s
missing the really' good attractions.
r
Enderly-WindsoThe
company,
composed of Mae Shumway Enderly,
monologue plays and pantomimes,
Madame
lyric soprano and Miss Edith Sucher, accompanist,' delighted a small but
select audience. Even though it was
not a financial success, it was 'most
certainly an artistic success, and the
audience made up what it lacked in
numbers by its appreciation, for the
applause was unstinted and repeated
encores had to be responded to.
Mae Shumway Enderly is an artist
of pronounced ability. Besides being
possessed of a beautiful voice and
fine dramatic power. Ehe is a beautiful woman with a charming personality, Her work- last night wss the

It

would

--

"

Mayne-Windso-

Mayne-Windso-

-

r,

1

DUNG?

LAS VEGAS

.

S. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 64:.,WedTO B. B Meets every first
'
nesday of the month , in the vestry
room of Temple Montefiore, Dou
las avenue and Ninth street Visit-

AUTU

4

LlNt

Ross auto
The lias Vegas-Sant- a
mail, express and passenger line
i now In operation:
The auto
makes the round trip between
Las Vegas and Santa Rosa three
times a week, Mondays, Wed- nesdays and Fridays.
The auto leaves Murphey's drug
store at 7 a. m, visits both post- ofrices and leaves Pinters' drug
store on the West side tor Santa
Rosa. Tickets can be purchased
at either Murphey's or Winters'
drug stores.
The round trip fare Is $11; one
way $6. Each passenger la al- lowed to carry not to exceed 25
pounds of baggage. Express packcan
be
and
handled
are
also
ages
left at either of the drug store
mentioned.
,
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Special Scenery. Change of P ,,
.

ani-ivf-

Nightly.,.
Sea--

The Funniest Performance of the
son
-

McEWEN

Famous Scottish Entertainer

Be with

'

the Crowd Monday Night

Prices. 25c. 35c50c

New Mexico Normal University
The only institution In New Mexico whose diploma Is recognized
State Board of Education.'
"It has more university graduates on Its faculty than any similar
institution. In New Egland." Dr. A. E. WINSHIP, Editor Journal of
" '""""'
:
EducationrfioatBH;
Academic course, Elementary Normal course, Full Normal course,
Advanced Normal course, Kindergarten Trining course, Music, ' ArV- - J
Training, Domestic Science, Stenography and Typewriting.,
",
Railroad fare In excess of 75 miles paid by the institution.
Our graduates secure teacher's ""certificates without examination.
'
Next Term Begins SEPTEMBER 14th.
:
..
t
For Further Information Address
'

!

Dr, B.S. GOWEN President,
East Las Vegas.

i

N.I.

t
s

KPeekly Edition

51

The fashions for women will receive generous attention from
special writers who know.
Then this Weekly Edition of The
Denver Post will note prices
current in many markets, have
something to say on mining
subjects, our forests in exist-enc- e
and yet to be, and a mass
of other matterhaifmakes this
paper uniqne.

,

SANTA ROSA

a

Subscribe for It Now (or Yourself,
'.or for a Friend, or as many Friends
as You Desire, at 50c per Copy per
Annum. Send for a Sample Copy,

(

;

M

-

R

Every week an intelligent, satis- fyiDg news summary.
Good stories and sketches. -New ideas and good on all sorts
of farming subjects.
How .to cultivate irrigable land
and the how and why of dry
farming, r ';
Stock raising, fruit growing, bee
culture and a world of subjects
for rural communities.

If there is anything you want, The
can get it for you. If It's some.
Optic
RED MEN MEET IN FRATERNAL
you don't want. The Optic can
thing
and
second
ha':l
every
Brotherhood
1! tor vnu
tdl
at

the eighth
fourth Thursday, sleep
run. .Visiting brothers always welto the wigwam. , David
come
Flint, sachem;. Waite H. Davis,
chief of records and collector of

J-

Weeks of Biggest and Best Variety
of. Reading Matter Ever Published

.

g

1

by the California

.

Sapello Inlet Canal Initial
Point bears South 30 degrees West
1,450 ft. distant from North East
Corner Section 28 in Township 18
North of Range 16 East.N. M. P. M,
(d) Trout Springs Reservoir Dam
Initial point bears N. 51 degrees W.
4420 ft. from S. E. Cor. Sec. 34, T. 17

4,

J.

.

-

(c)

I; O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

ing brothers are cordially invited.
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi
J. E. Raisin, secretary.

Wholesale Dealer, EAST LAS VB(yiNNINi

j

AND

1

f-- i

v

Bitters.

,

if?
--

Money Comes In Bunches
It Is probably the uncertainty of
to A. A. Chlsholm, of Treadwell. N. the future state that prompts women
Y., now. His reason is well worth to cry at funerals and weddings.
reading: "For a long time I suffered
GEORGE E. MORRISON
from indigestion, .torpid liver, constiCold Weather Advice
pation, nervousness, and general deb to all is to beware of
Civil Engineer and Surveyor
coughs and
"I
he
writes.
couldn't sleep,
ility,"
naa no appetite, nor ambition,' grew colds op the chest; as neglected they
C. M. BERNHAED,
lead to pneumonia, consumpKeeper of Record and Office: Wheeler Bldg, E. Las Vegas. weaker every day in spite of all med readily
Then used Electric tion or other pulmonary troubles.
ical, treatment.
Seal.

and third Wednesday of each month
at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. W.
A. Givens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hill- ,
Visiting members
Secretary
cordially invited.

.

Mexico.

meet every Monday
evening in Castle
Han, Visiting Knights
are cordially invited.
I. P. HAVENS,
Chancellor Command-- er.

BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first

i"k

1
1

la-

-

,

4

1
.:-

-

--

THE DENVER PCC'i

i

4

DENVER. COLO., U. S.

4
'

i

.

'

r--

i

A nautical soug should naturally be
No, Maude, dear, we have never
.
heard that the saloons in the vicinity written in the .key, of sea.
of the mint furnish the best juleps.
Fall colds are quickly cured 1 Po- 4
ley's Honey and Tar, the grest i
at
4
For Chapped Skin
and lung remedy. The gem.:.m conMISS FLORENCE McEWEN
Schae--fno
tains
G.
dru?
on
harmful
O.
i.
the hands
Chapped skin whether
and Red Cross Lr i Co.
Favoiably known as the girl with magician and hypnotist, at the Dun- or face may be cured in one night by
4
startcan
three
hunhouse
will
the pleasing voice,
opera
nights,
delight
alSeats applying Champerlaln's Salve. It is
dreds of Las Vegas theatre goers ing Monday, October 18th.
Call up Main 3 w5
at- ,t any
with her charming voice during the are now selling at both Murphey's so unequaled for sore nipples, burns
and calds. ForTale by all dealer's.
Sews. The Optic w.
engagement of the Great McEwen, and Schaefer's drug stores.
er

i

1

LAS VEGAS DAILY QPMC,

;3

p

Ac"

. . . fS00
rfaiiV

Z

MVAXDZDTO

Upton's

'n-

THURSDAY,

... Are absolutely

Eaeps

'

guaranteed in every
and
sold
to
give satiisfaction or
way

(

if

-

v

'

K)
3

and 60 Styles of
Heaters to select from.

20 Styles of Ranges
is,

1

October 13. 1909.
Temperature Maximum, 76;

ceding Sabbath school, on Saturday
morning at 1U o ciock. ah are cordially invited to attend.

minic

33.
James Thompson was fined five
Humidity 6 a, m., 34; 12 ' m., " 20; 6 dollars this morning by Judge D. R.
.
i'
p. m., 68: mean. 24.
Murray, for drunkenness.
Forecast Tonight fair, ; cooler- - in
north portion; Friday fair and cooler. . Mrs. Pablo Gutierrez and Gill
Lastra, were admitted as pa'
tients In the asylum here from GuaNEWS
dalupe county yesterday.

mum,

rcchandLot
Today
3 Pound Cans at
Comes

,

2

Bar-nab-

STO

TEE

'

THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Handkercheifs
Corset Covers

U
U

C. P. Hammond and family have
The Santa Fe pay checks will come
In tomorrow, holiday or no holiday. moved into the Whitmore house on
Main . avenue to make way for the
Normal university dormitory at their
Fresh fish, spare ribs and sauer former residence
at 818 Main avenue.
kraut at Pete Roth's tomorrow, v
The Rebekah club will meet with
A new male heir was born to Mr. Mrs. Chas. O'Malley, instead of with
and Mrs. Cecilio Rosenwald last Mrs. J. C. Johnsen tomorrow afters
noon. The meeting will be for
night
and club members, only.
For Sale 2 horses and two surreys,
for sale at Browne & Manzanares Co.
The Western Union Telegraph company is rebuilding its call circuit to
Get the best at Nolette's barber the West eide, a force of workmen
v
shop.
being now employed in setting new
poles at the river bridge.
Mrs. A. A. Jones will be hostess at
A large envelope1, with enclosure.
a bridge party tomorrow afternoon,
e
complimentary to her 'sister, Mrs. addressed to the auditor of the
department, Washington, D. C,
Fair, of inerced, Calif.
has been held for postage, or an ofMatinee next Saturday afternoon ficial envelope, since October 8 at the
from 3 to 4:30. Cain's Dancing aca- West side postoffice.
demy. Sailor hats and collars) for
souvenirs.
Beginning October 6th I will teach
ladies to do their own dressmaking
The Fortnightly club will give Its and tailoring, as taught by the Heist-er'- s
Ladles' Tailoring College of St.
regular dance at Rosenthal hall toLouis. For particulars
morrow night at 8:30 o'clock sharp.
call at 925
Columbia avenue. Mrs.- - H. M. Glass.
'".
Latest styles In fall and winter mil
'n
FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN
linery. Reasonable prices. 609 Sixth
street.
909 Eighth street Eight-roobrick,
cellar under whole house, steam heat,
David Laemly has closed the sa all modern
conveniences, three lots,
loon he was conducting near the riv'. V '
sidewalk, etc.
er bridge on National avenue.
Also one frame bouse, 9 rooms,
' Order your cream from T. T. steam
heat, all modern, laundry and
'
Turner.
servants' room, 3 lots, known as the
'
f
,
A carload of cement arrived from Buddecke house.
Both of the above are In the best
lola, Kansas, for the bridge contract
residence part of Eighth street.
ors here this morning.
Also the Manzanares place at Upper- PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER.
8 rooms, cement cellar, city
town,
H. C. Kelley Co.'s office, Pioneer
water,
bath, etcj out houses, corral.
Building. E. D. Burks.
About sixteen acres, in orchard, fine
M. Cellers has moved his business lawn and shade trees;
Can put in
ttlrshment-fronr-Oenter
Btreet "to about 200 acres witfi the above place.
the former Doll location on Sixth
For information and prices Write di
street.
rect to
Pantaleon Garcia, of Guadalupita,
F. A. MANZANARES,
Mora county, is lying at the' point
Fort Sumner, N. M.
of death at the home of relatives on No agents need write.
the West side.

'
,

i

-

-
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t)resser Scarfs

,

"

-

.89'

.

S3:

,

g

OF

AND A FULL LINE
fe-

fa

Table Centers
Doylies

Fancy Pillow Tops
Fancy Table Centers

'

M'.

,

Pillow Ruffling and Cords 3

e

local

q3

Fancy Towels

U

Bridgui Straot

A

lj

LINE OF

I Stamped Linens
in

j

LUDVIO Wm.iLFE.LD,

For which we are sole Agents In The Greater Las
Vegas and of which we have received

A NEW

They have every
money back.
known improvement and are perfect
bakers. We have sold 5 carloads ?$
" without a single kick. Without

WEATHER REPORT

a 1,

ISO'

14.

Chief Katisnal Steel

-

n
i

OCTOBER

See our new line of Bath Robes, for Ladies

'

Our

Use

Reb-ekah-

profl

f

,

Hour

:?
'the the i
Try cne tor

be coi need.
TELEPHONE

(

ftjif

,.'C

f

post-offic-

'? VtsaicS
V;.'UTr:i
.

VL

1

V

.

.

.

dquarters for
n Junius or FX E D

Competent
.
., -

'

'

S

"

KOllth.
i

-

UKses
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Las Vegas Roller Mills
YOUR SELECTION
OF A'GOOD BANK

,

.

'

lis important, not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
jTheright Bank connection will be a material
help' to yourle very day business.
jThis; Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative "banking from the day of its organization.
f

.

!

-

;

,

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

"

'

y

The regular weekly services will
be held at Temple Monteflore,
Douglas avenue and Ninth street, on
Friday night at 8 o'clock and pre- -

CRYSTAL THEATER

Have You Tried

Film Service Unsurpassed

Our

The Tirst National Bank

V

Oil Ddffift&tiC Coal.
tnn-i- uat
v

w. CONDON

Foot Main ht

Phone Main 31

Per Pound

The BEST MEATS inTowo.
Spring Lamb
Fancy Native Mutton,
Veal
Itsnaaa City and Native Beef
Home Dressed Spring Chick'

I. H.

:

ens and Hens
All lUnds of Sausages
v

5

ix sn

mm

mm

CroorOp Butchers and Bakers

'

Get Our Prices before baying.

Bridge Street.

Phone Main 85

E

BLUE PLUMS

mm

GOODIES

25 Pounds for
Cakes, Pies, Cookies,

$1.00
This will be'our last shipment

HI

A.

Jest
Ironing

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

Phone 144 and 145

at

Boucher's
"THE COFFEE MAN"
P. S. Fresh Mince' Pie.

For Sale
Some very desirable City prop
erty improved and unimproved.
Houses for rent furnished and
unfurnished.

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery to
'
you. At the Lobhy, of course. '.

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbott '
at the Opera bar. Served from barrels on the bar.
Straight Guggenheim rye serred
over the bar at tbe Antlers.
The best draft beer In the city. At
The Lobby, of course.

Real Estate Co.
609 Douglas Ave.

Pabst's draught beer on tap only
"
E. Las Vegas, N. M. at Opera bar.
.
?.,

t

...

Clothes of

Careful Handling

of Goods.

Quality

Prompt Service

Hart Schaffner

Caen be had ONLY by

M.

patronizing
T5he
LAS

Bread

PAPEIJ

cents.

Washing

SI

Grocer.

&

Marx

GREENBERGER,
Sole

,

Agent

Latest designs and all new patterns, just'what' you should have
for Fall' "and Winter 1909 and

VEGAS STEAM LAUNDRY

1910.
.

Crop
:,Jew
Home Grown Carnations

s

n rt

DEALERS IN

ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

except

Sanitary

25c

ES

r-njm-

Matinees every day, 2:30
and Tuesday.
Admission 10 cents, Children

Delicious
Flavor
Only

Best Screened Rfcton Egg, $4.75
what -you want for cooking,
i

Free from Slate or Slack

D.

H. O. BROWN TRADING ' CO.,

Monday

Superior
in
Quality
and a

JEFf'ERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, Ass't Cashier
RAYNOLDS.lCashler.,

f

Every evening commencing 7:30.

JAVA BLEND COFFEE?

MONEY SAVED
l5 W

PHONE MAIN 107

MOTION PICTURES

OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

CAPlTALiand SURPLUS $130,000.00.
E. D.

SIXTH STREET

'

Phone 131

.1

1

Jake Graaf,

w

of anything In the way of Cloth- ing, Hats.hoes or Furnishing
Goods, you are cordially invited
to inspect our stock.

75 c Per Dozens a

Las
Vegans Greenhouses
Phone Main 276
PERRY ONION,
Prop.

hy'"

If your wardrobe is incomplete;

7pye
Copyright 1909 br

Hrt

5chsffnrr

c

Mint

I

Boston ClotWog lioflse

